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It’s been a strange time since we published our last New Releases catalogue. 
Our world has changed. 

Many of our conversations are tinged with a little more stress of the 
unknown. My guess is few of us thought we would ever live in a world facing 

a world-wide pandemic. 

Conversations that are long overdue are taking place. Anti-racism awareness 
is at the forefront. There is a deep-rooted and long history of racism 

worldwide and here in Canada, we are not immune. That is a conversation 
that must take place - perhaps over and over again until we understand and 

change happens.

There are other conversations - it got quieter during a pandemic - the earth 
responded and perhaps even thrived a little bit - and that too is something 

that must be discussed.

While some thrived, others were scared. Anxiety, social isolation, and 
loneliness - these too are conversations that can’t be ignored. Mental health 

is important!

While there’s a lot going on, we still think we “can and will” find a way 
through it all. 

Perhaps one of the best ways is through educating ourselves. As teacher’s, 
you are part of the conversation, part of the change and for that we thank 

you. 

Here at McIntyre Media, we have reached out to film producers here 
at home and around the world to find video content that will start a 

conversation, educate and inspire and hopefully be part of the change.

Take a look...and let us know how we can help you.



FREE ONLINE PREVIEWS for many titles - 
visit www.mcintyre.ca to view short 2 - 3 minute 
clips. Create an account for full-length previews.

Streaming Rights are available for most of our 
programs. For more information, please contact 
us.

Format - all titles will be sent to you in DVD 
format or a specified digital format. McIntyre 
hosting is available for digital streaming.

Shipping/Handling & Prices
All prices are in CDN $. Taxes and S/H are extra. 
S/H charges are $17 for first item plus $1.50 for 
each additional item. Subject to change without 
notice.

Ordering Information

McIntyre Media was founded in 1965 and has since become 
Canada’s leading educational video distributor and producer.  
Our collection of content has expanded and evolved over the 
years to include a vast selection of K-12, post-secondary, health 
and library programming, including a wealth of content from 
some of Canada’s finest film and documentary filmmakers. In 
addition, we have produced some of our own curriculum-related 
content to meet your growing needs.

Thank you to our customers and producers for supporting us 
over the many years and we look forward to working with you 
for many years to come!

McIntyre Media can offer you a host of services to streamline 
your video library needs:

1. Visit our website - www.mcintyre.ca - to see our full 
collection of content. Here you can preview videos free of 
charge and easily order online.

2. Streaming Platforms - see pages 4 & 5 to learn more about 
our digital streaming platforms. Enjoy unlimited access 
to thousands of full programs and segments on a vast 
array of subjects. Our rich and versatile platform features 
content that will engage and inspire students, facilitate 
creative thinking and encourage open discussion and critical 
thinking, and foster inquiry skills.

3. Playlists - These easy-to-use collections give you unlimited 
access to a library of streaming content. If you prefer, you 
can create your own custom playlists, built around specific 
topics or interests. See page 6.

4. Streaming and Hosting Services - McIntyre Media offers you 
a simple and efficient way to deliver your video content. An 
easy-to-use, affordable and customizable hosted streaming 
platform takes the hassles out of managing local streaming 
services. We currently host video content for over 1000 
institutions in Canada. Call today for a quote. See page 7..
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If you see this symbol next to a title in this 
catalogue, indicates program is on our ON-CORE/
CAN-CORE streaming platform.

Follow McIntyre Media on 
Facebook and Twitter @McIntyre_Media

Indicates title is a Canadian production.



If you see this symbol next to a title in this catalogue, it 
indicates program is on our ON-CORE/CAN-CORE platform.

Designed specifically for Canadian schools, your subscription provides unlimited access to thousands 
of  full video programs, video segments and podcasts covering the full K-12 curriculum. Our platform 
features content that will engage and inspire students, facilitate creative thinking, encourage open 
discussion, inspire critical thinking, and foster inquiry skills. A MUST for on-line learning!

With NEW content being added weekly, you will always have access to fresh, current, relevant and 
accurate content including a vast selection from Canadian independent video producers. The landing 
page banner and sliders feature recently added and current interest content. And you can customize 
your slider with locally relevant titles. Make it your own!

We offer a FREE 30 day trial. With subscriptions starting at ONLY $795 for a school for one year, or 
priced based on FTE for School Districts, this is a must-have for your institution. Contact us today - 
call 800-565-3036. There’s so much more to talk about!

An Affordable, Canadian Video Streaming Platform for Educators and Students

1-800-565-3036   www.mcintyre.ca   email: info@mcintyre.ca   fax: 519;942-84894



1-800-565-3036   www.mcintyre.ca   email: info@mcintyre.ca   fax: 519;942-8489

CORE is a one-of-a-kind Canadian resource
designed specifically for Canadian teachers and
students! Relevant video content can be found
quickly and efficiently.

• CORRELATED to your provincial curriculum
• Quality, up-to-date educational content
• Thousands of video segments and full programs
• NEW! Podcasts now available.
• Banners and sliders feature new content, added monthly
• Indigenous content only filter, audience level and French filters
• Mobile device friendly
• Create and save playlists for teaching and for student use

An Exceptional 
Learning Tool

Over 16,000 video segments and full titles 
including documentaries
... And growing weekly!

• Searchable Correlations by subject, grade, course/
section and strand.

• Landing page allows you to customize page - you select 
your Staff Picks. Other sliders include Recently Added 
and New Indigenous Videos.

• Search by Language filter.
• Refine a keyword search to find an exact phrase by 

adding quotation marks.
• View series, view title, view segments options in view 

window.
• Results sorted by ‘best match’ or you can choose to sort 

by ‘newest’ or ‘alphabetically’.
• Total # of full programs and segments appears in 

keyword search box.

Features:

Access to Unmatched
Indigenous Content
We are proud of our many partnerships with 
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous filmmakers 
across the country. ON-CORE offers you an 
extraordinary, unparalleled collection of curated 
content for your Indigenous Studies classes. 
We are delighted to showcase these incredible 
programs by some of Canada’s most renowned 
producers. 
Use the INDIGENOUS CONTENT ONLY filter 
for any search.

Powerful, Enhanced & 
Easy-to-Use 
• Embed codes for easy integration into a 

LMS.
• Both segments and full-length programs are 

searchable.
• User friendly admin portal allows you to 

manage users, access usage data, export 
metadata and more. 

• Advanced Keyword Search.
• Resource Guides, Graphic Novels & 

Infographics where available.
• Create and share curated playlists.
• Access anywhere, anytime.
• Mobile device friendly.
• Create and share curated playlists.
• Videos for ‘Special Days’.
• Tags help users find related videos.

Sign Up today for 
FREE 30-day TRIAL

Sign up today for your no-obligation FREE 30 day trial. Have your 
teachers create accounts and use the platform as much as they 
want. Simply call 1-800-565-3036.
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• Chapters (where available) with 
searchable descriptions.

• Unique URLs per title which can 
be integrated into your catalogue 
for easy access.

• Mobile device friendly!
• Flexible terms. 
• Closed captioning 
• Interactive transcripts (where 

available)
• Embed code
• Admin statistics page
• Your logo on page header
• 24/7 access

PLAYLISTSPLAYLISTS
• Build and create your own library of streaming content
• We take care of the hassles of managing servers and IT issues
• Unlimited access to a library of streaming content

Check out our pre-packaged playlists at www.mcintyre.ca
or customize your own. You pick the topic(s) and title(s) and we’ll put it together. 

Call for a quote today. 

1-800-565-3036   www.mcintyre.ca   email: info@mcintyre.ca   fax: 519-942-84896



VIDEO STREAMING & HOSTING SERVICES VIDEO STREAMING & HOSTING SERVICES 
Simplifying the Delivery of Video! An easy-to-use, affordable 

and customizable hosted streaming platform.

We currently host video content for over 1000 institutions in Canada!
McIntyre Streaming & Hosting Services 
offers an easy to use hosted streaming 
platform that takes the hassle (or 
headaches) out of managing local 
streaming servers. We have been providing 
hosted streaming to Colleges, Universities, 
School Boards and Districts, Health 
Agencies and Government institutions for 
many years. 

Don’t get tied up in aging and expensive 
infrastructure! Let us host your content for 
you.

You have many different options to choose from. You can pick the basic hosting service that 
will allow you to stream content 24/7 and is mobile device friendly. 

The basic service also includes the following features:

• Your institution logo at the top of the hosting page.
• Chapters (where available) with searchable descriptions
• Unique URLs per title which can be integrated into your catalogue for easy access.
• Metadata for cataloguing and the ability to export metadata by date range.
• Administration Portal to view usage stats.
• Embed Code to easily integrate content in a Learning Management System.
• Create and manage your playlists in the admin.

We also offer additional services such as closed captioning, transcript creation, and can 
digitize content.

McIntyre Streaming Services provides a stable environment for you to host videos and 
documents with new features being added on a regular basis. Call today for a FREE quote.

1-800-565-3036   www.mcintyre.ca   email: info@mcintyre.ca   fax: 519-942-8489 7



Inspiring kids to have fun with words and language

A wonderful NEW Canadian-produced 13-part series that addresses multiple areas 
of the curriculum. For Grade 1 to 4 students.

• Builds literacy skills and explores various language concepts (spelling, parts of speech and ways of communicating).
• Addresses all areas of literacy development - reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing and representing.
• Addresses the tangible connections made between the use of language and a variety of careers from computer 

coding to cooking, from making music (rapper) to writing videos.
• Provides interesting connections to various historical eras or civilizations.
• Children learning at home are encouraged to research, to play with words and to use technology to work with 

language. 
• Encourages “the arts” with its use of music, dramatic skits, engaging visuals and graphic design.

Each 22 minute episode features various skits, songs, animation, games, interesting and engaging special guest 
interviews and different challenges and competitions with words and phrases, as well as conversations with kids to either 
answer fun questions or tell word/language concept related jokes. There are 13 different themed shows that feature 
hosts Zoey and Lukas, as well as a very special robot named Booboo Bot, who as Lukas’ virtual assistant, often gets mixed 
up when providing comical interactions with words and directions!  

Pirates    There are over a million words in the English langauge and many are rule-breakers just like pirates.
Chefs     There’s ooey gooey, scrumptious, yummy fun in this episode that’s all about the power of sensory words.
Spies    Zoey and Lukas channel their inner spies as they delve into secret ways of communicating.
Alice in Wonderland  Zoey and Lukas create a world filled with opposites, palindromes and tricky double negatives.
Vikings    Why does English have so many words from other languages?
Pop Stars   Zoey and Lukas explore all kinds of fun wordplay used in songs, raps and stories.
Ancient Egyptians Zoey and Lukas explore the many ways we can communicate with pictures, symbols and pictograms.
The OK Rodeo  Zoey and Lukas explore onomatopoeia and silent letters in this rodeo-themed episode.
Ad Magician   Zoey and Lukas explore some of the persuasive techniques and language used in advertising
Carnival    It’s carnival time and Zoey and Lukas discover the many ways you can say things without saying a word.
Medieval Fair    Zoey and Lukas look into fancy versus simple language and the poetry of old books and plays.
Twin    Zoey and Lukas explore “twin” words – homonyms and homophones – and host real twins in studio.
Heroes    Zoey and Lukas decide to write their own stories, casting themselves as superheroes. 

Episodes include:

Grades 1-4    2020    13 x 22 min episodes    Apartment 11 Productions

Order #APT188       $1677: DVD Series (13 DVDs) or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single Site) 
Individual episodes: $129 ea

1-800-565-3036   www.mcintyre.ca   email: info@mcintyre.ca   fax: 519-942-84898



Wacky Word Songs (Streaming Playlist Only)
2020   40 x 2 min episodes   Apartment 11 Productions

A wonderful companion piece to the WACKY WORD SHOW!
WACKY WORD SONGS! is an educational series of 40 song-based episodes 
about language related concepts.  Performed by “Zoey” (The Wacky Word 
Show!), every song is a playful engagement in literacy, language, and 
communication. Related to the Ontario language curriculum, the songs 
inspire kids to have fun with words and language while singing along.   
Learning is supported by clear text, situational storytelling, engaging and 
explanative visuals, and memorable songs.

#APT202     $299: 3 year Streaming Rights (includes 40 x 2 min episodes)

Title:    Subject:

The Mighty Squiggle  An apostrophe is so mighty it can replace letters in some of your favourite words!
Hype It Up   Zoey sings the most amazing song in the universe about hyperboles!
Don’t Cook The Cook  It’s time to dance a dance and rhyme some rhymes with Zoey. 
The Active Snail   We use verbs all the time, even when it looks like we’re not doing much at all.
Opposite World   Antonyms are awesome... the opposite of boring.
Chop It Up   Words can be split into beats just like music. The beats in words are called syllables. 
Mind How You Go   We use words called adverbs to describe how we’re doing things.  
Zoey With a Zed    You can usually find Zoey at the end of a list in alphabetical order, because she’s Zoey with a zed!
Izzy the Hamster   A noun is a word for a person, place or thing and there are two kinds: common nouns and proper 
nouns. Wild and Wacky  Zoey wrote this bouncy, bubbly song about adjectives! 
The Interjector   Interjections are useful words, but sometimes they interrupt and are a little bit rude.
Compound Words  You can make one word out of two. They’re called compound words.             
As Easy As A.B.C.   Time to sing like a bird about similes with Zoey! 
Much versus Many  “Many” is for things you can count and “much” is for things that can’t really be counted. 
Curious Question Mark   Ready for another song? This one is all about question marks.
Over the Rainbow  Zoey is on the hunt for a hidden treasure and could sure use some prepositions to help her. 
Fabulous, Fantastic, Phenomenal  Using synonyms helps Zoey write better stories and songs. 
How the Upper Case Lives  Capital letters are a little snobby, but they are really important.  
The Singular Plural Blues  Why do words like jeans, have an “S” at the end while only referring to one pair of something. 
Team Up    A collective noun is a word for a group of people, animals or things. 
Every Sentence Has to End  Even though we don’t read punctuation out loud, we have to use it at the end of sentences.
Comma Commotion  Commas can really change the meaning of a sentence. Find out how with Zoey’s new song! 
Sentence Shoppera  Adding fun words to a sentence can make it all your own. Zoey wrote a song about it.
Every Story Needs Them  Remember the five W’s with the help of Zoey’s song and you’ll tell some awesome stories.
Alone in a Crowd   Parentheses are just a little extra spice for your sentence. They can make a sentence just right.
Can’t We Get Along?  Zoey sings about why we use different versions of the same verb. 
You Can Quote Me   Zoey wrote a song about those squiggly punctuation marks called quotation marks. 
Then versus Than   Zoey loves writing songs better THAN anything! She’ll write more, THEN you can enjoy them!
Reverse Raccoon   Ever notice that some pairs of words always go together in the same order? 
Great, Greater, Greatest  Some adjectives, like the word small, can be turned into whole new words when we want to 
                                                                          describe how things compare to each other. 
Undo Redo   Zoey can’t undo what her dog did to her homework, but she can redo it and sing about prefixes.
Abbreviations    Zoey wrote a song about abbreviations, a shortened way to write a word.
Start to Finish   Zoey sings a song about how stories always have a beginning, middle, and end. 
Secret Identity   Every noun – that’s a person, place, or thing – can be replaced by something called a pronoun. 
Subject vs Object   This song isn’t going to sing Zoey! Zoey learned about the subject and object in a sentence. 
We Don’t Need an S   Zoey wrote a little song about words that don’t follow the plural rules!
Remember Like an Elephant Zoey wrote a song about memory tricks to help remember things.
Eat Your Words   When writing a paragraph, just think of a hamburger and you’ll have the perfect recipe.
Look Who’s Talking  Here’s a song Zoey wrote about different points of view, from her point of view of course!
Don’t Worry, Keep Writing  Spelling mistakes, weird sentences, wrong punctuation, rhymes that don’t really rhyme… it’s all 
                                                                          okay because you can rewrite it a bunch of times!

1-800-565-3036   www.mcintyre.ca   email: info@mcintyre.ca   fax: 519-942-8489 9



16 Hudson Holiday Specials (Streaming Playlist Only)
Welcome to 16 Hudson. In this charming building, on a quiet street, in a big city, you can always find a 
friendly face. These are the adventures of a group of neighbours who treasure each other’s similarities 
and differences.
3 episodes x 7 min ea   Big Bad Boo Studio
Series Order #BBB01   $149.95: 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Holiday Special 1 - “The Light Fantastic”
When Amala drops her Diwali lights, she thinks she’s ruined the holiday for everyone.
#BBB003   $49.95: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Holiday Special 2 - “Lucky Sam”
Sam’s ‘perfect’ Chinese New Year goes sideways when his cousin loses a lucky money envelope. But could 

this bad luck be the best thing that could’ve happened?
#BBB004   $49.95: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Holiday Special 3 - “Lili’s New Year”
Lili is having all her friends over for the big Persian New Year dinner but Lola’s inability to do things to Lili’s standards throws a wrench 
in Lili’s plans.
#BBB005   $49.95: 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

AWESOME SHORTS FOR KIDS - LEARN ABOUT COVID-19 HYGIENE + SAFETY
16 Hudson ER (Streaming Playlist Only)
Grades PreK-2   2020   5 episodes x 3 min ea   Big Bad Boo Studio
Welcome to 16 Hudson ER, a series of Public Service Announcements about Health, Hygiene and 
Safety. Our initial series of 5 shorts was created in response to COVID-19. We hope to inform, calm 
and empower kids during these uncertain times with these fun, informative and powerful short videos 
centered around our beloved 16 Hudson characters.

#BBB000     $149: 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Episodes include:
Lola’s Sneezing School
Physical distancing at home can be fun. Lola holds school and teaches her family about the right way to 
sneeze if you have a cold.

Washing Hands
Sam rushes home as usual and forgets to wash his hands. His elderly grandmother makes sure he cor-
rects this and informs him that he needs to protect her as well.

Coronavirus Game Show
Lili sets up a game show on the balconies of the 16 Hudson courtyard to see who knows the most facts 
about Coronavirus.

Social Distancing
Dressed in his favourite chicken costume, Sam goes out of his way to help his neighbours during this 
time. Offering Mrs. O to go grocery shopping is just one of his many ways to help!

Luc’s News Hour
At Luc’s News Desk, we find out why social distancing is important. With the help of his friends at 16 
Hudson, he discovers new ways to have fun while still staying safe!

1-800-565-3036   www.mcintyre.ca   email: info@mcintyre.ca   fax: 519-942-8489

CHILDREN’S STORIES/LANGUAGE ARTS
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Where’s My Alphabet (Streaming Playlist Only)
PreK-1     2020    26 x 1:45 each   GAPC Entertainment
WHERE’S MY ALPHABET is a series that takes us on a romp and a scavenger hunt 
to discover the alphabet in our very own backyards…literally! In our homes, on our 
driveways, in our gardens, through skype and other technology, and so on and so on and 
so on… In each snackable episode, our young treasure hunters will discover on their own, 
and in tandem with their parents/caregivers, pets, and other family members, 4 items 
that start with one letter of the alphabet. Our stars will use a device like a smart phone, 

or tablet, to find  and film one item that starts with the letter A for example; and they will have their parents, their siblings, even 
grandparents, relatives from farther away, other countries even, on skype, to also showcase an item they have discovered that 
starts with the letter, until we have discovered our 4 word treasures.
#GAP076   $199: 3 Year Streaming rights (K-12 Single Site)

Koyaa and the Annoying Objects (Streaming Playlist Only)
Grades K-3   2019   13 episodes X 2:45 each    Monster Entertainment
“Children appreciate audacity and like heroes that inspire them: Koyaa does a great job 
of speaking to their inner world and imagination. Our hero overcomes obstacles with 
a spark of ingenuity, showing that nothing is impossible as long as you really put your 
mind to it. Hearing the children laugh and cheer, it’s not hard to join in with a shout of 
‘More!’ - Barbara Kelbl, Film Education and Young Audiences, Kinodvor Cinema

Koyaa and The Annoying Objects, is a fantastic, energetic stop motion animation series with no narration.  It is a wonderful series 
to introduce young students’ to story writing. Koyaa lives on a rocky ledge high above the clouds in a mountain cottage with his 
best friend Mr Raven. Their days are bursting with action and wacky adventure! Ordinary objects keep coming to life around 
Koyaa, causing all kinds of trouble. While Koyaa deals with the various goings-on, Mr Raven patiently builds and assembles his 
many birdhouses. He reqularly checks up on Koyaa to see if his friend is OK. Koyaa barely notices Mr Raven, as he always has so 
much to deal with. 
Episodes include:
Flower/ Creepy Blanket/ Naughty Toy Car/ Jumpy Eraser/ Happy Fork/ Elusive Paper/ Freezing Scarf/ Slippery Soap/ Dancing 
Socks/ Silly Stickers/ Wild Sunbed/ Trippy Trashcan/ Flying Workbook
#MON265   $199: 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Lili & Lola (Streaming Playlist Only)
Grades PreK-1   2015   10 episodes x 7 min ea   Big Bad Boo
Lili & Lola follows the adventures of two sisters, Lili and Lola, who live in a small apartment in a big 
city. Their every day adventures in the park, around the neighborhood and with their friends showcase 
a diverse world.Each episode contains a literacy lesson and a social/emotional lesson, placing special 
importance on the cultural celebrations and nuances of an Iranian-Canadian family, introducing 
audiences to Persian cooking, culture and traditions.
Episodes include:
The Light Bulb/ Small/ Lili Picasso/ Lili Detective/ Norooz/ The Four Seasons/ The Music Box/ Thanks 
But No Thanks/ Baba’s Ice Cream, Pt 1/ Baba’s Ice Cream, Pt 2
#BBB002  $199: 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site) 

1-800-565-3036   www.mcintyre.ca   email: info@mcintyre.ca   fax: 519-942-8489

CHILDREN’S STORIES/LANGUAGE ARTS
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On fête ensemble!  (Streaming Playlist Only)
Grades 1-6   2019   13 episodes x 12 min ea   Balestra
Prix gagnés: Finaliste pour le prix jeunesse international 2020 à Munich
On met en vedette de jeunes Néo-Canadiens, alors qu’ils s’apprêtent à prendre part à une 
célébration propre au pays dont eux ou leurs parents sont originaires. Pour l’occasion, ils ont décidé 
d’inviter un ami à se joindre à eux, question de lui faire découvrir sa culture d’origine.
Épisodes:
1. Mexique 2. Liban 3. Inde 4. Japon 5. Bangladesh 6. Caraïbes 7. Maroc 8. Cabane à sucre 9. Haïti 

         10. Pologne 11. Camerou  12. Venezuela 13. Grèce
#F74-S07:   $780: 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)



Be Kind   
(Friendship, Tolerance and Respect)
Written by Pat Zietlow Miller
Illustrated by Jen Hill
Grades PreK-2   2020   Weston Woods
When Tanisha spills grape juice all over her new dress, 
her classmate wants to make her feel better, wondering: 
What does it mean to be kind? From asking the new 
girl to play to standing up for someone being bullied, 
this moving story explores what kindness is, and how 

any act, big or small, can make a difference or at least help a friend. With a gentle 
text from the award-winning author of Sophie’s Squash, Pat Zietlow Miller, and 
irresistible art from Jen Hill, Be Kind is an unforgettable story about how two 
simple words can change the world. 
Narrated by Thérèse Plummer. Music By Ernest Troost. 
#WW3091   $95: DVD    Please call for streaming price.   
Hardcover Book/CD   $39.95

Say Something!  
(Tolerance and Respect, Feelings, Self-Esteem)
Written and Illustrated by Peter H. Reynolds 
Grades PreK-2   2020   Weston Woods
The world needs your voice. If you have a brilliant idea... 
say something! If you see an injustice... say something! 
Each of us, each and every day, have the chance to say 
something: with our actions, our words, and our voices. 
There are so many ways to tell the world who you are... 
what you are thinking... and what you believe. And how 

you’ll make it better. 
Narrated by the author, Peter H. Reynolds. Music By Sarah Hart. 
#WW3091   $95: DVD   Please call for streaming price.    
Hardcover Book/CD   $39.95

Dog Breath: The Horrible Trouble with Hally Tosis
(Humour, Health)
Written and Illustrated by Dav Pilkey
Grades PreK-2   2020   Weston Woods
Hally Tosis is a great family dog, but there is one rotten 
thing about her: her breath! It is so smelly, Hally’s pet 
parents want to find a new home for her. The children, 
desperate to keep their beloved
pet, try everything to rid Hally of her stinky stench. 
Narrated by Oliver Wyman. Music By Scotty Huff.

#WW3091   $95: DVD      Please call for streaming price.    
Hardcover Book/CD   $39.95

The Very Impatient Caterpillar   
(Seasons and Nature, Growth and Change)
Written and Illustrated by Ross Burach
Grades PreK-2   2020   Weston Woods
When a group of caterpillars scamper up a tree to 
metamorphosize, one of them is still learning about 
this whole transformation thing. But the two-week 
wait inside his chrysalis feels interminable. His fellow 
caterpillars all tell him to be patient and let nature take 
its course, but the waiting is just so hard. Can he do it?

Narrated by Matt Braver and Sisi Aisha Johnson. Music By Bruce Zimmerman.
#WW3091   $95: DVD   Please call for streaming price.   
Hardcover Book/CD   $39.95

Es-tu prêt pour une fête!
Grades PreK-2   2019   16 min   
GAPC Productions
C’est l’anniversaire de naissance de Liam qui 
va donc recevoir quelques amis chez lui. Au 
cours de cetteé mission spéciale, on verra ses 
amis, chacun de leur côté, se préparer pour 
assister à la fête, que ce soiten confectionnant 
un cadeau, en emballant un cadeau, ou en 
nettoyant après l’emballage. On suivraaussi 
Liam qui s’applique à mettre la table pour ses 
invités, ou encore à décorer la salle. Ensuite, 
lesamis se rassemblent pour fêter Liam 
et s’amuser, manger du gâteau de fête et, 
ensemble, nettoyer lasalle et mettre les choses 
au recyclage.
#GAPF24   $149: DVD or 3 year Streaming 
Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Terror in Doomsville: Halloween Special
Grades 3-8    2016   22 min  
Monster Entertainment
“Terror in Doomsville” tells the terrifying but 
fun mishaps of 4 truckers, who suffer at the 
expense of a terrible monster haunting the 
people of Doomsville. A Halloween Special 
written by the renowned Tommy Donbavand, 
writer of horror books for children and creator 
of Scream Street series, produced by BBC.
#MON229   $79: DVD or 3 year Streaming 
Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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Brewster the Rooster Series
Based on the book series “Brewster the Rooster” by Clifford Parrott.
Grades PreK - 2   2017   26 episodes x 7 min each     Monster Entertianment
Brewster the Rooster and Maggie discover answers to questions only youngsters 
ask! Brewster and Maggie are delightful guides for young learners to embark on 
adventures that spark the wow and wonder of life. Together they make a unique 
pair of friends: they are both super inquisitive, they wear tap shoes, but it’s their 
style of imagining possible answers to questions that really makes them a team. 
Whenever one of their friends ponders a subject like; ‘If fish live in water, what do 
they like to drink?’ Brewster and Maggie will hold hands, do a tap dance and open 
their imaginations. Through creative thinking, they come up with many possible 
answers! They’ll take young viewers on a journey of discovery in a way that will not 
only entertain, but will get their creative thinking caps on!

Individual titles: $59: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights
Series (26 episodes): $1274: DVDs or 3 year Streaming Rights - Order #MON000

Product No: Title:   Subject:

MON001 Birds of a Feather  Keeping warm in the winter. How do birds keep warm? Meet a snowy owl.
MON002 To the Moon and Back Discovering the moon with a telescope.
MON003 Stink, Stank, Stunk Composting. Why do flies like to hang around stinky stuff?
MON004 Salty Brine  Why is the ocean salty?
MON005 Thunder Blunder  What makes the sound of thunder?
MON006 Late Moon  Why are sun and moon out at same time?
MON007 Hiccup Helvetica  What causes hiccups?
MON008 Fizzy Kelp  What do fish like to drink?
MON009 Paper Dreams  How do planes fly?
MON010 Windy Wind  Where does the wind come from?
MON011 Leaving Leaves  Why do trees get rid of leaves in the fall?
MON012 Nighty Night  Where does the sun go after dark?
MON013 I Scream   Why do our heads hurt when we drink cold things?
MON014 Rumbling Tummies Why do our stomachs rumble?
MON015 Eyes Have It  Why do we have 2 eyes but only see 1 thing?
MON016 Warm Summer Bites Why do mosquitos bite people?
MON017 Brandon’s Bee Line Why do bees buzz?
MON018 Flat as a Pancake  Why does the world look flat?
MON019 Goneasaurus  Why are dinosaurs extinct?
MON020 Fire in the Sky  How does the sun keep us warm?
MON021 Onion Soup Dragon Why do onions make our eyes water?
MON022 Rainbow Rain  How do rainbows get their colours?
MON023 Me and My Shadow What are shadows made of?
MON024 What Goes Up  How do hot air balloons stay up in the sky?
MON025 Echoes in the Dark How do bats see in the dark?
MON026 Sky’s the Limit  Where does the sky end?
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Elijah and the Rock Creature
Grades 3-8    2018   88 min   Indiecan Entertainment
A warm, fun sci-fi adventure film as well as a fulfilling spiritual journey dealing with family, loss, the grieving 
process, and finding our place in the world. A grieving boy and his mother visit a festival in the largest dark 
sky preserve in the world. When young Elijah gets lost in the vast wilderness he meets an extraordinary 
creature in similar circumstances. The two form an unlikely bond and learn that following your heart is the 
best way to find home.
#ICE076   $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

A.R.C.H.I.E.
Grades 3-8   2016    88 min   Indiecan Entertainment
ARCHIE, is a robotic canine created by world-renowned roboticist Brooke Benton to help those in need. 
Though he looks like a normal dog, he is anything but. He can talk. He can run at blinding speed. He’s got 
super strength and x-ray vision. On the news of her research program being shut down by the military, 
Brooke helps ARCHIE escape in the hopes of finding a family to care for him.

#ICE047   $250: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

A.R.C.H.I.E. 2
Grades 3 -8    2018    82 min   Indiecan Entertainment
In this sequel, the super intelligent artificial robotronic dog, Archie, befriends Gregory, a young boy who 
is the son of a carnival owner. Gregory is concerned that someone has been stealing from the carnival 
and enlists his new friend to help find the culprit.
#ICE044   $250: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Anaana’s Tent Series
Grades PreK-2   2018   13 episodes x 22 min ea   Taqqut Productions
Also available in Inuktitut
In a very special tent in the Arctic, Rita Claire and her husky Qimmiq learn new songs, words and stories 
with the help of some animated friends and Inuit performers. It’s summertime in the Arctic, and host Rita 
Claire sets up camp at her mother’s tent on the land. With the help of her old husky, Qimmiq, and a cast 
of special friends, Rita Claire sings songs, plays games, reads stories and learns new words in Inuktitut. 
Anaana’s Tent is an entertaining and educational TV series that is a mixture of live-action, puppet, and 
animated segments and is filled with Northern stories. Anaana’s Tent teaches Inuit values of kindness, 
friendship, patience and environmental stewardship. Filmed in Iqaluit.
Individual titles: $79: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

                                               Order #TPI002   $897: DVD (13 episodes) or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episodes include:

Product No: Title:   Subject:

TPI003  Fishing    Importance of fishing in Inuit culture.
TPI004  Dog   The importance of dogs to Inuit culture.
TPI005  Going on a Trip   Preparing for a hike; counting to 5 in Inuktitut.
TPI006  Parts of the Body  Qimmiq learns about parts of the body, eating right and brushing our teeth.
TPI007  Inuit Clothing  The importance of Inuit clothing and how it protects against the cold.
TPI008  Arctic Plants   Qimmiq learns all about Arctic plants.
TPI009  Arctic Bugs   Rita Claire talks about common Arctic bugs, like mosquitoes and wolf spiders.
TPI010  Counting  Rita Claire teaches how to count to five by counting items in the tent (math skills).
TPI011  Birthday Party  Rita Claire is invited to a friend’s birthday party.
TPI012  Sorting   Rita Claire and Qimmiq show how to sort different items in the tent (math skills).
TPI013  Helping Out  Rita Claire talks about the different ways we help family and friends.
TPI014  Rainy Day  Rita Claire prepares for a rainy day outside with Qimmiq.
TPI015  Going Home  Features different Inuit folklores and myths.
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Anti-RacismAnti-Racism  
AwarenEss VIDEO PlaylistAwarenEss VIDEO Playlist

For Grades 7-12 Students
The video programs and resource guides in this streaming playlist allow viewers to investigate 
racial disparities and their underlying causes and identify steps individuals and society can 
take to alleviate them. Viewers examine the meaning of racism and how discrimination can 
manifest itself, particularly in a Canadian context.
NOTE: All titles in this playlist are Canadian productions.

Titles in this playlist include:

1. Mr. Jane + Finch gives an insider perspective of Black community activism in Canada.
2. The Issue of Mr. O’Dell examines the lifelong work of a pioneering civil rights organizer, Jack O’Dell.
3. Cool Black North explores the unique and vibrant Canadian Black Community and its role in our country’s 

contemporary identity.
4. (Displaced): Indigenous Youth and the Child Welfare System speaks to Canada’s colonial practice of forcibly 

removing Indigenous children from their families.
5. The Blind Stigma powerfully removes the veil of shame that clouds the topic of mental illness in the Black 

community.
6. Whitewash examines slavery in Canada and its omission from the national narrative. 
7. Soul on Ice presents and retells the virtually unknown contributions of black athletes in ice hockey. 
8. Finding Peter Bryce reveals that not all settler peoples were blind to the injustice inherent in Canada’s residential 

school system. 
9. That Never Happened reveals the story of Canada’s first national internment operations between 1914 - 1920. 
10. Facing Injustice tells why Japanese Canadians were forcibly removed from the West Coast in 1942.

School Board streaming playlist price:
• 3 year Streaming Rights: $3667 (10 videos)
• 5 year Streaming Rights: $4890 (10 videos)

To preview these titles, visit www.mcintyre.ca

YOUR PLAYLIST ... 
With your custom playlist, students and teachers will have unlimited 
access to this carefully curated collection of Canadian produced content. 
Substitutions are permitted but price may change - call for more 
information. Your playlist page can be customized with your logo, is 
mobile device friendly, includes unique URLs for easy integration into your 
catalogue, includes closed captioning and embed codes.
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Cool Black North
Grades 7-12   2019   86 mins   Second Time Around Productions Inc.
Cool Black North explores the unique and vibrant Canadian Black Community 
and its role in our country’s contemporary identity. 
Through a series of intimate profiles, we are witness to a wide spectrum of 
life experiences, including the arts, entertainment, law, business, science and 
social activism. Though each person’s pathway to success is unique, they all 
share a common purpose and strength in overcoming often racially-based 
obstacles to succeed at the highest levels in their respective fields. Most 
importantly it’s their commitment to helping others and giving back to their 

communities that has earned them the recognition of the Harry Jerome Awards – these incredible people paint a diverse and 
compelling portrait of excellence in the documentary Cool Black North.
#STAP00   $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Mr. Jane and Finch
Grades 9-12   2019   45 mins   OYA Media Group
Best Writing in A Documentary:  2020 Canadian Screen Awards
Donald Brittain Award for Best Social/Political Documentary: 2020 Canadian 
Screen Awards
Winston LaRose, a beloved 80-year-old activist/amateur documentarian who 
has documented the Black community throughout the Black Diaspora for the 
past 60 years throws his hat into local politics and is met with unflinching 
systemic racism in the Canadian political system. This award-winning film gives 
an insider perspective of Black community activism in Canada.

This documentary follows Winston’s fight for the community of Jane and Finch that ultimately highlights the lack of representation 
for black people and POC within the Canadian political system. This documentary shows the issue of systemic racism within the 
Canadian political system, the lack of representation for the marginalized and the negative generational effect colonialism has 
had on individuals, communities, and societies. However, this film also displays the undeniable strength of community, grassroots 
organizations, and the power and impact one person can have to change the world around them.
#OYA000   $250: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site) 

Soul on Ice: Past, Present, and Future
Grades 7-12   2015    Damon Kwame Mason
WINNER - Audience Choice: Documentary Feature - Edmonton International 
Film Festival
Soul On Ice: Past, Present, and Future presents and retells the virtually 
unknown contributions of black athletes in ice hockey.  For decades, hockey 
was seen as a homogeneous sport - exciting to watch but played by one kind 
of player.  Soul On Ice presents the exploits of athletes who dared to stand out, 
and dared to make the sport their own.  These Black athletes dared to give 
their sport soul. At the heart of the story is Jaden Lindo, a young man chasing 

after his lifelong dream to play in the NHL. The film follows Jaden in the most important year of his hockey life, mirroring the 
journey that many other black athletes have faced to make it to the NHL. Some of today’s top NHL stars and former players join us 
on our journey through history, through in-depth personal interviews. Wayne Simmonds, Wille O’Ree, Herb Carnegie, Joel Ward, 
Trevor Daley, Mike Marson, Tony McKegney and five-time NHL Stanley Cup winner Grant Fuhr share their experiences.  For the 
first time, Soul On Ice: Past, Present and Future sheds light on a subject hardly spoken of.  The face of hockey is changing and this 
film shows us it has been in the making for a long time.
#DKM000   $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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The Politics of Hate
Grades 9-12   2018   68 min    Passion River Films
From award-winning director Michael Perlman (Tibet: Beyond Fear, Free China, 
The 99%)
Recommended by VIDEO LIBRARIAN
This insightful and expansive film examines the interconnection between fascist 
ideologies in the US and Germany that led to the Holocaust straight through to 
the white supremacist marches in Charlottesville. It also sheds light on political 
leaders who support the far right as well as the Russian government’s direct 
involvement. The documentary highlights a historical pattern of people working 
for a more inclusive and equal society that are met by a fierce backlash but 

ultimately results in a better future.
#PR4017   $335: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Brothers of the Black List
Grades 9-12   2015   74 min   Passion River Films
From Academy Award Winner Jonathan Demme (The Silence of the Lambs, 
Philadelphia, The Manchurian Candidate)
“A timely portrait of the racial problems that continue to plague America.” - 
Indiewire
September 4, 1992: An elderly woman in a small town in upstate New York 
reports an attempted rape by a young black man who cut his hand during 
the altercation. While looking for suspects, police contact officials at SUNY 
Oneonta, a nearby college, and a school administrator reacts by handing over 
a list of names and residences of 125 black male students. For the next several 

days, those students are tracked down and interrogated by various police departments under a presumption of guilty until proven 
innocent. In Brothers of the Black List, director Sean Gallagher tracks this story of racism that became the longest litigated civil 
rights case in American history. An emotional story of social justice, this unsettling documentary is also a cautionary tale of equal 
rights gone wrong that is relevant today more than ever.
#PR2727    $335: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

The Blind Stigma: Mental Health within the Black Community
Grades 9-12   2015      59 min    Stacy-Ann Buchanan   
Produced and Directed by Stacy-Ann Buchanan, The Blind Stigma is an award winning documentary that 
discusses mental health within the Black community. It chronicles and testifies the stories of five individuals 
(including Buchanan’s) on their trials and triumphs with mental health. Within the Black community, mental 
health is deemed as a ‘Swept Under the Rug’ stigma that has been creating false illusions and assumptions for a 
long time. That stigma is the core component of the African Canadian response to mental illness, and therefore 
African Canadians who suffer from mental illness are less likely to seek treatment. As a result, very few studies 
have been done on the impact of mental illness in the Black community. The Blind Stigma powerfully removes 
the veil of shame that clouds the topic of mental illness in the Black community, challenges that misconception, 
gives a voice to Black Canadians living with mental illness and leaves the audience more informed and 

empowered.
#SAB000      $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming (Single K-12 Site)    

Whitewash
Grades 7-12   2016   6 min   Rebels and Misfits Media
“Whitewash” examines slavery in Canada and its omission from the national 
narrative. The country prides itself as being the benevolent refuge where 
enslaved Africans who were brought to United States gained their freedom 
via the Underground Railroad. That powerful image overshadows the fact that 
slavery was legal in Canada for over 200 years under both French and British 
rule. “Whitewash” brings to light some of the slave families that were brought 
to Prince Edward Island by Loyalists and looks at how nine generations of 
descendants have assimilated to the point of leaving very few visible traces of 
their origin.

#RAMM00    $89: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site) 
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What are You?
Grades 6-12   2019   20 min   Video Project
“Family photos add visuals to their poignant words. This thought-provoking program 
is a plea for kindness, understanding, and acceptance that is needed in this growing 
demographic. Teens will identify with these questions of identity.”  - Booklist
“I recommend this film for middle school to adult audiences with an emphasis to 
discuss diversity as well as ethnic and gender studies, and sociology.”  -
Educational Media Reviews Online

In this revealing documentary, eleven people with a range of backgrounds discuss what it is like being of mixed racial heritage within 
the context of Canada. Each of the participants presents their unique outlook on growing up mixed and the challenges they’ve faced 
in their lives. No two experiences are identical when speaking about their journey of how each person came to perceive themselves. 
Many speak of the difference between how they saw themselves versus how the world at large treated them. What Are You shows 
how a seemingly simple question comes with a rather complex answer.
#TVP096    $159: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

White Kid Brown Kid
Grades 9-12    2017    54 min     Scorpion TV
What happens when two teenage girls from completely opposite backgrounds are 
brought together? Can they get along? This Channel 4 Production shines a light on one of 
Britain’s most racially divided towns in a documentary about two teenage girls who lead 
completely segregated lives in the same town. First Cut Documentary brought together 
Farhana, a reserved, religious, 17-year-old British-Asian girl, and Siobhan, a looks-
obsessed, partying, white-British 16-year-old. 
#SCTV54     $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

#Fixit
Grades 10-12   2019  26 min   Infilm Productions
This educational/advocacy documentary follows Isaac Gotfried, a 95-year-old Holocaust 
survivor who has dedicated his life to sharing his story with students of all ages. A hopeful 
message informs Isaac’s unfolding story of pain, trauma, and loss. He urges students 
to perform Tikkun Olam – a  Hebrew phrase that calls upon us to repair the world – in 
response to all forms of injustice, prejudice, and hatred they encounter. The film examines 
the effects Isaac’s testimony has on students, revealing how to inspire them to prosocial 
action.
#IFP000   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Hate Crime in Everyday Life
Grades 9-12   2020   6 min   Shortcuts TV
Hate Crime is high profile now. But the cases of violent hate crime we see in the media 
are just the tip of an ice-berg, including things like verbal abuse, bullying, threats, and 
damage to property that become part of everyday life for many people. This film looks at 
what hate crime is, how it can be measured and why popular media stereotypes of typical 
hate offenders are so misleading.
#STV029   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site) 

Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools
Grades 9-12   2019   79 min   Video Project
“Starred Review. Thought-provoking documentary...” — Booklist
Inspired by the groundbreaking book of the same name by Monique W. Morris, Ed.D, 
Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools, takes a deep dive into the lives of 
Black girls and the practices, cultural beliefs and policies that disrupts one of the most 
important factors in their lives – education. Alarmingly, African American girls are the 
fastest-growing population in the juvenile justice system and the only group of girls to 

disproportionately experience criminalization at every education level.
#TVP091   $159: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)  
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Great Decisions 2020 Series
Grades 9-12   2020    10 episodes x 27 min   Scorpion TV
Great Decisions takes you beyond today’s headlines by providing a look at significant challenges facing the world. Thought-provoking 
analyses on world issues and events from the Foregin Policy Association. We speak to the leaders who influence world policies and 
find out their hopes – and regrets – on the issues. Narrated by Academy Award nominated actor David Strathairn.

Series of 10 titles: $1750: DVD or 3 year streaming rights (Single K-12 Site) - Order #SCTV14
Individual titles: $175 each

Rising Tide: Climate Change and the World’s Oceans
Climate change has become one of the defining issues of our 
time. What impact will the effects of climate change have on 
global geopolitics?
#SCTV15  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

India and Pakistan
India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi rode a wave of Hindu 
nationalism to a historic reelection in 2019. His first order of 
business was to revoke the special status granted to the Kashmir 
region, inflaming the rivalry between India and Pakistan. How 
will the Kashmir situation affect the region, both economically 
and politically?
#SCTV16  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Red Sea Rivalries
The Red Sea has remained vital for global trade since the time of 
ancient Egypt. Once home to the spice trade, the Red Sea now 
sees millions of barrels of oil a day transported across its waters. 
With major nations building large ports and bases in the region, 
what does the future of the region look like? How important is 
Red Sea security for global security? Can the region be a place of 
global cooperation?
#SCTV17  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Unchained: Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking 
Almost every nation has enacted laws criminalizing human 
trafficking, and international organizations, governments, and 
NGOs sponsor a large variety of projects to curb trafficking and 
slavery. Billions of dollars have been allocated to these efforts. 
What is the international community doing to combat slavery 
and trafficking? What are the experiences like for those being 
trafficked?
#SCTV18  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Northern Triangle: The Origin’s of America’s Migrant Crisis
Combatting illegal immigration has become a priority of the 
Trump administration. The Northern Triangle of Central America, 
made up of Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala, is a special 
target of the administration, which hold the nations responsible 
for the large flow of migrants from Latin America to the U.S. With 
funds from the U.S. cut, how can the Northern Triangle countries 
curtail migration?
#SCTV19  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Competing for Influence: China in Latin America
As the Trump administration continues to withdraw from the 
world stage, China is looking to fill the void. How does Latin 
America fit into China’s “One Belt, One Road” plan? How will 
the relationship with China affect the region? Should the U.S. be 
concerned about China’s growing “sphere of influence”?
#SCTV20  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Will of the People: Duterte’s Philippines
The Philippines has had a special relationship with the United 
States since the islands were ceded by Spain to the United States 
after the Spanish-American War at the end of the 19th century.  
However, since the election of Rodrigo Duterte, the country has 
pivoted more toward China, and away from the U.S. Duterte has 
also launched a largescale war on drugs that many criticize for its 
brutality. What does the future hold for U.S. relations with the 
Philippines?
#SCTV21  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Artificial Intelligence: The Global Race for the New Frontier
Policymakers in many countries are developing plans and funding 
research in artificial intelligence (AI). Global growth is slowing, 
and not surprisingly, many policymakers hope that AI will provide 
a magic solution. The EU, Brazil, and other Western countries 
have adopted regulations that grant users greater control over 
their data and require that firms using AI be transparent about 
how they use it. Will the U.S. follow suit?
#SCTV22  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Yemen: A History of Conflict
Since 2015, Yemen has been consumed by an intractable, 
multiparty war that has created a devastating humanitarian crisis 
and brought millions to the brink of starvation. GREAT DECISIONS 
investigates the origins of the fighting, examines the motivations 
of foreign actors, and asks what steps the international 
community might take to resolve the conflict.
#SCTV23  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Americans and the World
In a democracy, foreign policy and diplomacy must be directed by 
the people, but survey after survey reveals dire statistics about 
Americans’ knowledge of the world. Great Decisions investigates 
the roots of this knowledge deficit and asks what can be done to 
reverse it in today’s increasingly global economy.
#SCTV24  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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Great Decisions 2019 Series
Grades 9-12   2019     13 episodes x  27 min   Scorpion TV
Great Decisions takes you beyond today’s headlines by providing a look at significant challenges facing the world. It covers timely 
issues such as Populism in Europe, Cyber Conflict, Border Walls and Nuclear Negotiations. We speak to the leaders who influence 
world policies and find out their hopes – and regrets – on the issues.

Series of 10 titles: $1750: DVD or 3 year streaming rights (K-12 single site) - Order #SCTV14
Individual titles: $175 each

Walled Off: Global Migration
Migration has become a hot political issue as hundreds of 
thousands of people fleeing conflict and poverty try to find 
sanctuary in more stable nations. Is migration something that 
should be thwarted, or simply better-managed?
#SCTV01  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Regional Disorder: The Middle East
The Middle East is in turmoil. Almost a decade after the Arab 
uprisings; civil wars, failed states, and political repression 
characterize the region. Amidst this chaos global and regional 
powers are competing for influence. Washington must consider 
whether America’s historical interests in the region are shifting.
#SCTV02  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Rethinking the Nuclear Framework
For decades, agreements like the Nuclear Nonproliferation 
Treaty have limited the spread of nuclear weapons and the 
destruction they can cause. But the existing nuclear order is now 
facing challenges from countries like North Korea and Iran.
#SCTV03  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Turning the Tide: Populism in Europe
The  European Union was founded as a bold experiment in free 
trade with an internal market and shared rules that brought 
together more than two dozen nations.  But the 2008 financial 
crisis compounded by the ongoing immigration crisis has fueled 
a resurgent nationalism that threatens to pull the EU apart.
#SCTV04  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Out of Balance: Trading with China
Join us as we assess the health of an unbalanced partnership, 
explore how global institutions can remain relevant in a changing 
world, and ask whether a trade agreement between China and 
the United States could prove the ultimate test for a president 
who takes pride in his ability to conclude a deal. 
#SCTV05  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Made in China
China has launched an aggressive new plan to transform 
its economy into a high-tech global powerhouse. But the 
initiative has the U.S. and a host of other nations crying foul, 
accusing China of disregard for intellectual property, unfair 
trade practices, discrimination against foreign firms, and cyber 
espionage.
#SCTV06  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

A Tested Relationship: The U.S. and Mexico
As neighbours, the U.S. and Mexico have a shared-interest in 
stopping cross-border crime, while keeping the doors open to 
trade — issues that have helped shape discussions as both sides 
revisit their trading relationship.
#SCTV07  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

State of the State Department 
The US Department of State faces the question of how America 
should approach the world.
#SCTV08  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Revolution and Reform: The Making of Modern Iran
Countering Iran has been a foreign policy objective of U.S. 
administrations since the Islamic Revolution of 1979. Now, nearly 
40 years after the founding of the Islamic republic, a closer look 
at Iran.
#SCTV09  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

War Powers: Congress and the President
Since the September 11th attacks, three consecutive presidents 
have pushed the limits of their ability to use military force. What 
is Congress’ responsibility to oversee the use of force?
#SCTV10  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

America’s Diplomats
Great Decisions takes a look into what those on the ground 
around the world do for the United States and how it impacts 
those of at home.
#SCTV11  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Iran Deal
Great Decisions looks at how nuclear diplomacy has shaped 
relations between Washington and Tehran  –  a dynamic 
which will likely continue, with the decision by the Trump 
administration to withdraw from the Iran nuclear deal.
#SCTV12  $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Father of Containment: The George Kennan Story
George Kennan was the architect of America’s Cold War strategy, 
but he remained an outsider who for half a century was one 
of the most outspoken critics of his country’s foreign policy. 
His doctrine of containment offered an intermediate approach 
between appeasement and confrontation, but took on military 
connotations that left Kennan frustrated. Join us as we look at 
the life and legacy of George Kennan.
#SCTV13 $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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A Bag of Marbles
Grades 7-12   2018   CC   113 min   Passion River Films

In French with English subtitles
“...Undeniable integrity....Lead performers are moving.” - The New York Times
Based on the beloved autobiographical book, “Un Sac de Billes” by Joseph Joffo
This is the true story of two young Jewish brothers in German occupied France who, with 
a mind-boggling mix of mischievousness, courage and ingenuity, will be forced to fend for 
themselves in order to survive the enemy invasion and try to bring their family back together. 
The heartwarming adaptation of Joseph Joffo’s enduring memoir tells the story of the Nazi 
occupation through the eyes of the two young Jewish boys.

#PR4219   $399: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

After Auschwitz
Grades 9-12    2018   82 min  Passion River Films
A “Post-Holocaust” documentary that follows six extraordinary women, capturing what it 
means to move from tragedy and trauma towards life. 
These women all moved to Los Angeles, married, raised children and became “Americans” but 
they never truly found a place to call home. What makes the story so much more fascinating 
is how these women saw, interpreted and interacted with the changing face of America in the 
second half of the 20th century. These powerful women serve as our guides on an unbelievable 

journey, sometimes celebratory, sometimes heart breaking but always inspiring.
#PR0000   $435: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Survivors: W5
Grades 9-12   2019   32 min   CTV
In 2014, in a systematic wave of terror, the Islamic State group carried out a well-orchestrated 
campaign to exterminate the Yazidis, a religious minority that populates Northern Iraq. Jihadi 
fighters swept through village after village slaughtering Yazidis. In just a matter of days, 10,000 
Yazidis were killed. Seven thousand were rounded up to be sold as sex slaves amongst the ISIS 
militants. Dilveen, who was 10 at the time and Dalal, 13, were no exception.This is their story.
#CTV800   $129.95: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Titans of the 20th Century
Grades 9-12   2020   330 min/ 2 discs   PBS Video
This is the story of the most influential figures of the 20th 
century, those who caused and those who cured our most 
troubled times. Features the four most powerful individuals of 
modern times: Franklin D Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, Adolf 
Hitler and Josef Stalin.
#041947   $87.99: DVD     Please call for streaming price.

The Vote: American Experience
Grades 9-12   2020    220 min   PBS Video
Exploring how and why millions of 20th-century Americans 
mobilized for - and against - women’s suffrage, The Vote brings 
to life the unsung leaders of the movement and the deep 
controversies over gender roles and race that divided Americans 
then - and continue to dominate political discourse today.
#041951   $95.99: DVD    Please call for streaming rights.

And She Could Be Next
Grades 9-12   2020    193 min   PBS Video
And She Could Be Next tells the story of a defiant movement of 
women of colour transforming American politics from the ground 
up. The series follows organizers and candidates of the 2018 mid-
term elections as they fight on behalf of black, brown, immigrant 
and poor communities–long neglected by politicians and pundits 
alike. 
#041953   $87.99: DVD     Please call for streaming rights.

Asian Americans
Grades 9-12   2020   360 min   PBS Video
Asian Americans illuminates the way one group of Americans, 
who were long excluded and considered outsiders, have pursued 
two visions of the American Dream: one of opportunity and a 
better life, but also the pursuit of ideals of equality and a more 
perfect union. 
#041950   $105.99: DVD    Please call for streaming rights.

China’s Ghost Army
Grades 9-12   2018   50 min   Blue Ant Media
Nothing like China’s Terracotta Warriors was ever created before 
them and nothing quite like it has been created since.  For years 
experts have attempted to resolve an enduring enigma about 
one of archaeology’s greatest discoveries, and now, with the help 
of 21st century technology, the once mighty army with its life size 
warriors will rise from the dust of two millennia.
#BAM935   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

China’s Lost Pyramids
Grades 9-12   2018   50 min   Blue Ant Media
For more than 2 000 years, hundreds of pyramid tombs 
towered over the fabled Silk Road near the ancient Chinese 
city of Xian, their secrets buried and largely ignored. These 
enormous structures, may hold riches beyond belief.  Mostly 
still unexcavated they are slowly revealing their mysteries to 
archeology.
#BAM936   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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The Darkest Hours: W5
Grades 9-12   2020   43 min   CTV
“This was the most depressing time I had in my whole political 
life.” — Marc Lalonde, former Liberal Cabinet Minister (1972-
1984)

In the 1960s, Quebec was 
changing rapidly. It was 
called a “Quiet Revolution” 
as economic and social 
change rippled through 
the province. The pace of 
change was not fast enough 
for a small radical element 

in Quebec. It wanted nothing less than an independent, socialist 
Quebec. In 1963, a group of those young radicals formed the 
Front de Liberation du Quebec, the FLQ. It took up arms and 
began a seven-year campaign of violence. Between 1963 and 
1970, the separatist FLQ planted deadly bombs and kidnapped 
a Quebec cabinet minister. Lloyd Robertson interviews the main 
players who recall the violence that occurred on Canadian soil, 
50 years ago, during the FLQ Crisis.
#CTV820   $129.95: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

The Liberators: W5
Grades 7-12   2019   22 min   CTV

The Liberators details the 
heroic efforts of Canadian 
troops who brought 
freedom and dignity to the 
people of the Netherlands 
in the Second World War. 
It’s a story of liberation, 
told through the voices of 

Canadian veterans who fought there, and from Dutch people 
who honour the Canadians’ sacrifices. 
#CTV807   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

The Rankin File: Legacy of a Radical
Grades 9-12   2018   90 min   The Harry Rankin Film Society
“A fascinating film ... A full picture of Harry Rankin ... A 
marvelous chronicle of Vancouver.” ~ THE COMMENTARY
“Brisk and evocative ... If you’ve got any interest at all in 
Vancouver politics, how it is today and what came before, this 
is a must-see film.”~ VANCOUVER OBSERVER

Traces the life and career 
of Vancouver legend and 
outspoken socialist Harry 
Rankin, who in 1986 fought 
for the mayor’s seat against 
a young, right-wing upstart 
named Gordon Campbell. 
Rankin’s fifty-year career 

was marked with countless celebratory highs and devastating 
lows. His work ethic was legendary – not even thirty years of 
surveillance by the RCMP for alleged ties to the Communist Party 
could slow him down. Since his death over a decade ago, he has 
left an indelible mark not only on Vancouver’s political scene, 
but also upon his many colleagues, family members, friends 
and foes. Harry’s legacy is complicated and stands as a point of 
controversy amongst those closest to him.
#HRFS00   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

Volendam: A Refugee Story
Grades 9-12   2020   84 min   Refuge 31 Films
BEST FEATURE DOCUMENTARY - Winnipeg Reel to Reel Film 
Festival 2020

A feature documentary examining 
the story of the Russian Mennonite 
refugees who fled west with the 
retreating German Army during 
World War Two, desperate to 
escape the horror of Stalin’s Soviet 
Union. Their only hope in the end 
would lie with a complicated plan of 
delicate diplomacy and pray, along 
with an old passenger ship on the 
coast waiting to take the Mennonite 
refugees out of Stalin’s reach and 

straight on to freedom. Told through personal interviews, 
reenactments and never before seen archival footage.
#R31008    $225: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)
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The COVID Legacy 
Grades 9-12   2020   40 min   CTV
W5’s Avery Haines investigates the medical mystery of COVID-19 survivors with lasting symptoms 
who have been forced to deal with the disease for the long haul. Haines speaks to a B.C. dentist 
who has been forced to relearn a number of basic bodily functions after a COVID-19 infection.
#CTV835  $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Inside Wuhan: W5
Grades 9-12    2020   20 min   CTV
The epidemic COVID-19 virus has caused international apprehension for everyday life, but in 
Wuhan, China, the initial location of the outbreak, the city initially on lockdown became eerily 
empty. W5 presents a rare, first-person account from one Canadian quarantined in the disease’s 
epicenter with INSIDE WUHAN. After receiving notice that his apartment building was about to 
be placed into lockdown, C.R. Holmes, took to the streets – avoiding authorities, living in his car 
and in hotel rooms for days on end, and uploading the footage of the ghost city back to Canada. 

While seemingly draconian the Chinese authorities’ quarantine of the city of 11 million is being credited for slowing and possibly 
containing the spread of the deadly virus.
#CTV825   $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Dr. W.H.O.
Grades 9-12    2020   20 min   CTV
W5 Investigative Correspondent Avery Haines delivers an exclusive interview with Dr. Bruce 
Aylward, a Canadian physician, epidemiologist, and former Assistant Director-General of 
the World Health Organization. The interview discusses the circumstances of the COVID-19 
pandemic, important steps that countries need to take to stop the spread of the disease, and 
actions individuals can take to prevent illness.
#CTV827   $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

COVID-19: Life + Death
Grades 9-12    2020   22 min   CTV
W5 Investigative Correspondent Avery Haines details the intense and emotional day-to-day 
experiences in the Covid Intensive Care Unit at Southlake Regional Health Care Centre in 
Newmarket, ON. Haines talks to health care workers, medical personnel, and patients, all 
through the lens of their first-hand experiences. The episode follows Southlake’s Critical Care 
Medical Director Dr. Barry Nathanson and the medical team to see how the severity of the 
pandemic has taken a toll on his staff, their patients, and loved ones alike. Doctors and nurses 

share the personal challenges posed in caring for severely ill COVID-19 patients. Haines also interviews Julie-Anne Cabuenas, a 
COVID-19 patient who has now recovered from the deadly virus.
#CTV831   $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Flu That Killed 50 Million
Grade 9-12   2018   49 min   Films Media Group
Using dramatic reconstruction and eyewitness testimony from doctors, soldiers, civilians and 
politicians, this one-off special brings to life the onslaught of The Spanish Flu, the horrors of those 
who lived through it and the efforts of the pioneering scientists desperately looking for the cure. 
Narrated by Christopher Eccleston.
#395233   $237.95: DVD     Please call for streaming price.

GAZA: Health Under Siege
Grades 11+   2018   45 min   Indiecan Entertainment
GAZA: HEALTH UNDER SIEGE takes us into the streets and hospitals of Gaza.  Here you will 
witness firsthand the daily realities affecting the management of human health-related systems 
under the blockade: access to clean water and hospital care as well as effective food and waste 
management.
#ICE057   $250: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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Dino Trails, Season 2
Grades 4-12   2019   5 episodes x 15 min ea    Brandy Y Productions
Dino Trails reveals the latest dinosaur discoveries in Canada that are making headlines around 
the world and explains why these locations are famous.

Series of 5 titles: $395: DVD or 3 year streaming rights (K-12 single site) - Order #BYP057
Individual titles: $89 each

Episodes include:
Product No: Title:   Subject area:
BYP058  Southern Alberta  Meet Zuul, a new dinsoaur at the ROM, learn about ice age mammals
BYP059  McAbee   Explore Eocene Epoch fossils at The McAbee Fossil Beds Heritage Site
BYP060  Edmonton  Attend Paleontology Field School with world-famous paleontologist Philip J. Currie
BYP061  Grande Prairie  Learn more about Alberta’s new dinosaur frontier, Grande Prairie
BYP062  Northern BC  Explore British Columbia’s dinosaur footprints

Chasing Steve: A Mystery in the Night Sky
Grades 9-12    2019   22 min   All in Pictures
For years, a group of aurora chasers across Alberta have been photographing a curious ribbon 
of purple and green light in their night skies. Extending for thousands of kilometres and 
appearing for just a few minutes to an hour at a time, these Alberta Aurora Chasers captured 
this celestial phenomenon in their photographs not quite knowing what it was. Eric Donovan, 
a Professor of Astronomy at the University of Calgary, and Elizabeth MacDonald, a scientist at 
NASA, told them they had possibly discovered something never studied before. Affectionately 

calling it Steve, these photographers have captured the attention of the international scientific community and have become citizen 
scientist celebrities.
#AIP000   $99.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Impossible Journey: W5
Grades 9-12   2020  20 min  CTV
Orbiting more than 370 kilometres above Earth in the International Space Station is a tough, 
alien environment for a human body. In this episode of W5, Dan Riskin, Canadian evolutionary 
biologist and television personality invesigates the technology required for humankind to reach 
Mars and if our bodies would even be able to survive the trip.
#CTV815   $129.95:DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

H20: The Molecule That Made Us
Grades 9-12   2020    180 min     PBS
Earth is alive because of liquid water 
and the success of our human story is 
intimately connected to our relationship 
with this simple molecule. But the 
growth of our civilizations has created 
a dangerous dependence on a precious 
resource that may be about to run out. 
This three-part series explores just how 
critical water is to our survival and the 
challenges that are facing us. Episodes 
include: Crisis; Civilizations; and Pulse.
#041945   $79.99: DVD   
Please call for streaming price.

The Gene: An Intimate History
Grades 9-12   2020   240 min/2 discs  PBS
The Gene: An Intimate History is a 
four-hour documentary from Ken Burns 
and Barak Goodman, adapted from the 
award-winning book of the same name 
by Dr. Siddhartha Mukherjee. The series 
tells the story of the rapid evolution of 
genetic science from Gregor Mendel’s 
groundbreaking experiment in the 19th 
century to CRISPR, and the hope that 
newfound powers to alter DNA with 
pinpoint precision will transform the 
treatment of some of the world’s most 
complex and challenging diseases. The 
series also tackles the daunting ethical 
challenges that these technologies pose 
for humankind.
#041943:   DVD    
Please call for streaming price.

Mysteries of Sleep
Gardes 9-12   2020   180 min  PBS Video
From fruit flies to whales, virtually every 
animal sleeps. But why? Why do we need 
to spend nearly a third of our lives in 
such a defenseless state? Scientists are 
peering more deeply into the sleeping 
brain than ever before, discovering just 
how powerful sleep can be, playing a role 
in everything from memory retention and 
emotional regulation to removing waste 
from our brains.
#041944   $79.99: DVD    
Please call for streaming price.
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HUMAN + The Future of Our Senses
Grades 9-12   2019   5 episodes x 52 min ea   Bonne Pioche & Ideacom International
Also available in French
HUMAN+ The Future of Our Senses brings viewers into the enigmatic world of scientists, 
researchers, and entrepreneurs who are revolutionizing the way people see, touch, taste, 
hear, and smell. Each episode delves into the awe-inspiring and emotional stories of people 
whose lives are being transformed through some of the most cutting-edge advances in 
technology of the five senses: touch, sight, hearing, taste and smell.

Series of 5 titles: $1175  : DVD or 3 year streaming rights (K-12 single site) - Order #A266-S02
Individual titles: $235 each

Order #:            Episode:
A266-S02-01    Touch    Examines the revolution of virtual touch.
A266-S02-02    Sight    How connectivity and miniaturization can give all blind people the gift of seeing.
A266-S02-03    Hearing    How technology is working to restore, replace, or supercharge this sense.
A266-S02-04    Taste and Smell   Tomorrow your nose will uncover disease, vanquish pain and make your feel safe.
A266-S02-05    Orchestra of the Senses  How the brain sorts, directs, organizes and improves our senses.

Global Science Series
Grades 9-12   2020 6 episodes x 52 min ea   T2MP and Reuters
Researchers, engineers and visionaries are striving to bring us a better future, one breakthrough at a time. In every country 
throughout the world, men and women are proving that the human mind knows no boundaries.
The series, Global Science will bring an unprecedented overview of the most incredible breakthroughs in the fields of Medicine, 
Robotics, Tech world, Nature, Space and Green tech. Each episode will tell the stories of the scientists, the explorers and the pioneers 
who are making major discoveries in cutting-edge research.

Series of 6 titles: $1200  : DVD or 3 year streaming rights (K-12 single site) - Order #A296-S05
Individual titles: $235 each

Order #:  Episode (English)     French version:
A296-S05-01  Space: Journey into the Unknown    F296-S05-01 Espace: Voyage vers inconnu
A296-S05-02 Medicine: Researching the Next Cure   F296-S05-02 Médicine: Le future de notre santé
A296-S05-03  Green Tech: The Future of Our Planet   F296-S05-03 Green Tech: Le future de notre planète
A296-S05-04  Robotics and A.I.: The Future of Humanity   F296-S05-04 Robotique et I.A.: Le future de l’humanité
A296-S05-05  Nature: Discovering Our Planet    F296-S05-05 Nature: Préserver notre planète
A296-S05-06  Technology: Shaping Our New World  F296-S05-06 Technologie: Un nouveau monde

“A stunning environmental documentary”. — IndieWire
Living in the Future’s Past
Grades 9-12   2018   83 min   Indiecan Entertainment
UN GOLD AWARD for “Outstanding Achievement in International Communications Which Best Exemplifies the Ideals and Goals 
of the United Nations”
WINNER - Best Documentary of Climate Change and Sustainability, Gold Medal Garden State Film Festival, Best Documentary

In this award-winning beautifully photographed tour de force of original thinking, Academy 
Award winner, Jeff Bridges shares the screen with scientists, profound thinkers and a 
dazzling array of Earth’s living creatures to reveal eye-opening concepts about ourselves and 
our past, providing fresh insights into our subconscious motivations and their unintended 
consequences. Living in the Future’s Past shows how no one can predict how major changes 
might emerge from the spontaneous actions of the many. How energy takes many forms 
as it moves through and animates everything. How, as we come to understand our true 
connection to all there is, we will need to redefine our expectations, not as what we will 

lose, but what we might gain by preparing for something different. 
From acclaimed director and cinematographer Susan Kucera who started filmmaking at age 9 helping her dad, a glaciologist and 
professor making science films for Britannica.
#ICE086   $250: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site) + resource guide.
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The Shadow of Gold
Grades 9-12   2020    79 min   Kensington Communications
“… a very important film that should be seen.” – David Suzuki

Do you wear a gold ring? 
Do you know where the 
gold in that ring comes 
from? The Shadow of 
Gold takes an unflinching 
look at how the world’s 
favourite heavy metal 
is extracted from the 

earth. The film explores both sides of the industry: the big-time 
mining companies that dig deep and lop off mountaintops to 
extract gold from low-grade ore, and the small-time miners – an 
estimated 20 million people in the world’s poorest nations – who 
extract gold by hand, often producing just enough to survive.
#KC0111    $250: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

Nature’s Cleanup Crew
Grades 7-12   2020  55 min    Kensington Communications

Nature’s Cleanup Crew 
tells the story of the 
busy scavengers who live 
among us in our cities, 
recycling the mountains 
of waste our consumer 
society leaves behind. To 
us, it’s garbage. To them, 

it’s dinner. With the help of thoughtful and passionate scientists 
who have come to understand and love them, we find out what 
makes scavengers tick. We debunk myths about them. We ask... 
What adaptations have they evolved to do their job? What 
benefits do they provide humanity? How can we humans work 
with them, so that they can do their job even better?
#KC0110  $159 : DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

Rock Paper Fish
Grades 7-12    2019    28 min   Wild Confluence Media

Journey deep into the 
rainforest of southeast 
Alaska, where life is 
inseparable from the age-
old rhythms of the Chilkat 
River. Every year, all five 
species of salmon return 
to the Chilkat, drawing the 

world’s largest gathering of bald eagles, grizzly bears & tourists. 
The salmon also define life for two communities: The ancient 
Tlingit village of Klukwan and the scrappy commercial fishing 
town, Haines. Meanwhile, a modern-day gold rush is under way. 
Some locals are eager for a mining boom, while others fear that 
the risks to the Chilkat Watershed far outweigh the economic 
benefits.  
#WCM002    $179: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

A Plastic Ocean
Grades 6-12   2018   22 min   Passion River Films

A Plastic Ocean brings to light 
the consequences of our global 
disposable lifestyle. We thought we 
could use plastic once and throw 
it away with negligible impact to 
humans and animals. That turns 
out to be untrue. This program 
documents the global effects of 
plastic pollution and introduces 
workable technology and policy 
solutions that can, if implemented 
in time, change things for the better.

#PR3532  $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

RiverBlue
Your blue jeans are killing the planet!
Grades 6-12   2016   95 min   Indiecan Entertainment Inc.
BEST Documentary - Blue Ocean Film Festival and Conservaiton 
Summit

This award-winning documentary 
spans the globe to uncover the dirty 
secret behind the manufacturing 
of our blue jeans. Internationally 
renowned river advocate Mark 
Angelo, who has paddled more 
rivers than perhaps anyone on 
Earth, journeys through some of 
the world’s most pristine waterways 
to some of its most polluted in an 
unprecedented global adventure. 
This quest originally set out to film 
the world’s great rivers in an effort to 

protect them, but in the process, uncovered the dark underside 
of the global fashion industry.
#ICE063   $250: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

From Seed to Seed
Grades 6-12   2018   86 min   Growing Local Productions
Winner: Best of the Fest, 2019 Colorado Environmental Film 
Festival; Seneca Film Festival; 2019 Soo Film Festival

The joy and heartfelt struggle of 
a Canadian family to sustain their 
organic farm in a changing climate. 
Depicting large as well as small 
operations, the film shows what 
farmers are up against, and how 
determined many are to adopt 
environmentally responsible 
strategies, despite the seductive 
conveniences of modern agricultural 
practices. From Seed to Seed 
provides a hopeful look at a modern 
movement that will prove vital in 

turning the tide of environmental destruction.
#GLP000  $250: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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Eco-Highway: A New Approach
Grades 9-12   2020   29 min   Pinegrove Productions
A video featuring actions, challenges and lessons learned in 
protecting species at risk in the construction of the Rt. Hon. 
Herb Gray Parkway, Windsor, Ontario. The 11km multi-lane 
access road would bisect three local communities and parts 
of the Ojibway prairie complex - one of the most endangered 
vegetation communities on earth. This ecosystem is home 
to thousands of rare, critically endangered species of plants 
and animals making any disruption to the habitat potentially 
catastrophic.
#PPE032   $99: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Ecology Transforms Youth
Grades 6-12   2019   35 min   Youth and Eco Restoration
Journey with several youth as they explore BC’s Comox Valley 
watersheds and ecosystems. The Youth & Ecological Restoration 
(YER) program was created by Wendy Kotilla. Guided by nature, 
YER engages vulnerable youth with the ecology of their home 
place through restoration, science, ecotherapy and mentoring. 
Over 340 participants have worked with local researchers and 
environmental groups.
#ECR001  $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Stella Bowles: The Green Interview Series
Grades 9-12   2019   32 min   Paper Tiger
In this exclusive Green Interview, Stella talks about her science 
project, and how it led to the attention, the awards, a book, 
and ultimately to a commitment to clean up the LaHave River in 
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia. For her work, Stella was named one of 
Canada’s top 25 environmentalists under 25.
#PT0101  $159: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Man Who Tried to Feed the World
Grades 9-12   2020   60 min   PBS
The Man Who Tried to Feed the World recounts the story of the 
man who would not only solve India’s famine problem but would 
go on to lead a “Green Revolution” of worldwide agriculture 
programs estimated to have saved one billion lives. He was 
awarded the 1970 Nobel Peace Prize for his work but spent the 
rest of his life watching his methods and achievements come 
under increasing fire.
#041952    $87.99: DVD    Please call for streaming rights.

On the Brink: W5
Grades 9-12   2019   22 min   CTV
Nestled in a hard-to-reach, secret location, high in the alpine of 
British Columbia’s South Peace River region is what’s being called 
a last-ditch effort to save the local caribou herd. After decades 
of steep declines, they are on the brink of local extinction. Local 
industries like forestry and mining have taken their toll on the 
landscape and the caribou. Around the clock, caretakers from 
the West Moberly and Saulteau First Nations stand guard, 
keeping watch over the vulnerable animals.
#CTV793  $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Polar Extremes: NOVA
Grades 9-12   2020   120 min  PBS Video
Join renowned paleontologist Kirk Johnson on an epic adventure 
through time at the polar extremes of our planet. Following a 
trail of strange fossils found in all the wrong places-beech trees 
in Antarctica, hippo-like mammals in the Arctic-Johnson uncovers 
the bizarre history of the poles, from miles-high ice sheets to 
warm polar forests teeming with life. What caused such dramatic 
changes at the ends of the Earth? And what controls the dial on 
Earth’s thermostat?
#041955   $87.99: DVD    Please call for streaming price.

Global Thermostat (Available in English and French)
Grades 9-12   2018   52 min   Films en Vrac
Scientists are testing new geo-engineering technologies - the 
modification of the earth’s climate on a large scale - that, 
according to them, will be able to limit the effects of global 
warming, or even cool global cooling. Is this really already 
possible? How can these solutions be tested? Furthermore, what 
are the risks for our planet?
English: #A242-014   $235: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)
French:  #F242-019   $235: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)

The Art of Nature Series
Grades 9-12    2018   2 x 60 min ea    Scorpion TV
Many plants and animals have found ingenious ways to adapt 
in order to survive in an ever-changing world. Some of nature’s 
inventions have been the inspiration behind the development of 
new technology, smart design and ground-breaking medicines.
Life Without Water
Biologist Claes Andrén delves into extreme environments, where 
ingenious species have learned to thrive.
#SCTV50   $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

Secrets of the Forest
By examining species both living and dead, from plants that 
survive only if the forest burns, to frogs that have developed 
important medicinal properties, this program unearths the many 
reasons that forests have found a way to arouse the imagination 
of human beings for thousands of years.
#SCTV51: $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Nature Makers
Grades 7-12   2020   69 min   Video Project
WINNER - Colorado Environmental Film Festival, Best Feature 
Film
In the 21st century, defending the wild often paradoxically 
requires technology and aggressive human intervention. The 
Nature Makers is a moving portrait of passionate people and 
the extraordinary creatures whose existence they fight for. The 
film is a story of how we find ourselves on the brink of losing so 
much of the natural world, yet it charts an optimistic, though 
unmistakably challenging, path forward. The film looks at 3 
different stories titled: Sky, Water, and Land.
#TVP086 $159: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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Striking Balance, Season 2
Grades 7-12   2020   9 episodes x 50 min ea    
Striking Balance Inc.
Striking Balance, Season 2, explores 
inspiring stories from nine of Canada’s 
breathtaking UNESCO biosphere reserves, 
where people are overcoming daunting 
challenges to create a sustainable future.
Season 2 dives into cutting-edge, nature-
based solutions to flooding in Manitoba, 
drought on Vancouver Island, and the 
devastating decline of the ubiquitous 
yellow perch in Quebec. There are 
unexpected stories about aggregate 
companies and aluminum makers learning 
from the mistakes of the past and 
imagining innovative ways to co-exist with 

nature. There are stories about Nova Scotia communities boldly adapting to a changing climate, and next-generation methods for 
sustainably controlling invasive species.
But the truly inspiring tales are the ones that prove its possible to go beyond sustainability, to restore the lands, waters and 
biodiversity of these magnificent places, without excluding one of their most important native species – humans. Striking Balance, 
Season 2 will challenge what you think you know about the natural world, and our place in it.

Series of 9 titles: $1341: DVD or 3 year streaming rights (K-12 single site) - Order #LIV031
Individual titles: $159 each

Episode 1 - Tsá Tué Biosphere Reserve, NT
Troubled by a history of uranium mining, the Sahtu Dene of 
Great Bear Lake create North America’s largest biosphere reserve 
to protect its pristine waters for all of humanity.
#LIV032   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 2 - Frontenac Arch Biosphere Reserve, ON
The heart of eastern North America’s last, great forest corridor 
is threatened by development, but the people of Ontario’s 
Frontenac Arch Biosphere Reserve are determined to keep it 
intact.
#LIV033   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 3 - Manicouagan-Uapishka Biosphere Reserve, QC
Quebec’s Manicouagan-Uapishka Biosphere Reserve prides itself 
on working with industry toward a sustainable future. But their 
dream is put to the test when their biggest project is jeopardized 
by North America’s largest hydro-electricity reservoir.
#LIV034   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 4 - Riding Mountain Biosphere Reserve, MB
After suffering through repeated, tsunami-like floods north of 
Manitoba’s Riding Mountain, the Von Bargens lead the call to 
restore nature’s flood protection systems.
#LIV035   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 5 - Mount Arrowsmith Biosphere Region, BC
Following unprecedented droughts, the people of BC’s Mount 
Arrowsmith Biosphere Region begin their quest to restore the 
water balance.
#LIV036   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 6 - Lac Saint-Pierre Biosphere Reserve, QC
The yellow perch, a key indicator of the health of Quebec’s Lac 
Saint-Pierre, is in serious trouble. But this little fish is inspiring 
the big change needed to restore the lake to its former glory.
#LIV037   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 7 - Beaver Hills Biosphere Reserve, AB
A little-known, but remarkable region of wetlands, called 
the Beaver Hills, are at risk of being swallowed by a growing 
Edmonton. As home to the world’s most important herd of 
buffalo, people here are uniting to keep the Hills intact.
#LIV038   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 8 - Niagara Escarpment Biosphere Reserve, ON
In Ontario’s Niagara Escarpment Biosphere Reserve, scientists, 
climbers and even quarry companies come up with innovative 
ways to co-exist with, restore and enhance the natural world.
#LIV039   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 9 - Southwest Nova Biosphere Reserve, NS
Under siege from invasive species, the people of the Southwest 
Nova Biosphere Reserve innovate new ways to hold back, 
eradicate, and even eat the invaders.
#LIV040   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Striking Balance, Season 1 is also available - see www.mcintyre 
for more information and FREE previews.
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Fixing Nature Series
Grades 9-12   2018   4 episodes x 52 min ea   AB Productions
Pollution, global warming, desertification and the consequences 
of human and industrial activities threaten the planet’s resources 
increasingly every day. Scientists have been sounding the alarm 
for years. But now committed researchers, who are passionate 
about science and nature, have decided to tackle the problem 
head-on.
Water Under Threat
For more than a century, human and industrial activities have 
posed significant threats to our planet’s water. This episode looks 
at what scientists are doing to counteract these effects and try to 
“fix nature”.
#A296-S03-01   $235
Fire Devastation
Wherever they spread, fires leave their indelible imprint and sow 
the smell of death. With global warming, drought and extreme 
weather events, the threat is ever more present. How do you 
prevent fires and best protect biodiversity?
#A296-S03-02   $235
Ground 
Soil erosion and degradation will become one of the most 
threatening issues facing human security in the 21st century. 
This episode looks at how biologists, botanists and engineers 
around the world are fighting the decline of biodiversity.
#A296-S03-03   $235
Toxic Atmosphere
Industries, mining, air transport, cars..our planet is suffocating 
as air pollution has become one of the leading causes of death 
in the world. Coupled with global warming, due to the emission 
of greenhouse gases - the situation is now critical, and seems 
out of control but on the five continents, scientists, engineers, 
architects, are leading the fight against the effects as well as the 
causes of this deadly poison
#A296-S03-04   $235

TRIPPING the Rideau Canal
Grades 9-12   2020   60 min or 240 min    Good Earth Productions

TRIPPING The Rideau Canal 
is an immersive one hour 
documentary that takes 
you on a virtual tour of The 
Rideau Canal, one of Canada’s 
most significant landscapes, 
unfettered by conventional 

television methods.  In real time, with minimal edits and 
expert information, the documentary unveils this important 
national landmark. This innovative documentary provides a 
comprehensive analysis of this influential site, unencumbered by 
rigorous editing or narration.
60 min: #GETS00   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)
240 min: #GETS01   $299: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)

Afrique: la guerre des sacs plastiques
Grades 9-12   2019   55 min   The Taxi Brousse Company

La politique des pays africains 
relative à la gestion des sacs 
plastiques est une question 
centrale en matière d’écologie 
et de pollution. Certains pays 
optent pour l’interdiction 
de leur production et 

commercialisation alors que d’autres mettent en place des 
stratégies de recyclage. Quoi qu’il en soit, la politique en 
matière de sacs plastiques semble de plus en plus primordiale. 
L’Afrique du Sud et le Rwanda ont été les pionniers à les bannir. 
De nombreux pays ont par la suite suivi ce mouvement devenu 
un véritable raz de marée sur le continent. Nous partons sur le 
terrain enquêter sur “Le fléau des sacs plastiques” au Bénin, au 
Cameroun et au Rwanda.
#TBC006FR   $199: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

The Map to Paradise
Grades 7-12   2020   95 min   
Video Project
“The Map to Paradise is an 
inspirational tale delivering 
a message of hope — a new 
awakening is on it’s way and the 
tide is finally turning in favor of the 
blue heart of our planet. A must 
see!” — Anita Kolni, Founder, Ocean 
Lovers Festival
From Executive Producer Martin 
Sheen, The Map to Paradise is an 
adventure-filled and spectacularly 

gorgeous tale about the birth of the global movement to protect 
the sea. From underwater worlds of ice to glistening coral 
sanctuaries, discover what it takes to build a movement and to 
create positive change.
#TVP082   $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)
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Future Ecologies is a podcast about 
the many ways we relate to our 
living planet. Every episode weaves 
together narrative storytelling, 
informative interviews, and science 
communication, supported by 
evocative soundscapes and music. 
Join us for a bold inquiry of how our 
attitude towards nature shapes every 
aspect of who we are.

NEW! PODCASTS NOW Available
with your ON-CORE/CAN-CORE subscription

See page 4 & 5 for more information 
or call 800-565-3036



Vaping and Viruses: 
Your Lungs, Your Health
Grades 6-12    2020    17 min   
Human Relations Media
Vaping hurts your lungs and depresses 
your immune system - that combo may 
put you at higher risk for complications 
from viral infections of all kinds, including 
Covid-19. Listen to the experts explain 
the problem. They are on the frontlines 
of the Covid-19 pandemic, and although 
healthy teens are at lower risk for serious 
infections from Covid-19, teens that vape 
may be at as much risk as adult cigarette 
smokers. Vaping compromises your lung 
health leaving your lungs vulnerable 
to pathogens. We know teen vapers 
experience “wet lung” syndrome where 
vape fluids collect in the lungs and make 
breathing difficult. Viruses like Covid-19 
attack the lungs causing pneumonia, and 
then a cascade of organ failure.
#600702   $189: DVD or 3 year Streaming 
Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Includes PDF Resource Book, Student 
Handouts and Pre/Post tests.

Health Risks of Vaping Marijunana
Grades 6-12    2020    20 min  
Human Relations Media
Vaping marijuana is touted as “safer” 
than smoking marijuana---but, vaping 
marijuana comes with its own set of 
serious risks. Marijuana vapor releases 
harmful chemicals into your lungs that can 
negatively impact your respiratory system, 
your heart, your central nervous system, 
your immune system, and your mouth, 
throat and teeth. This program explores 
the latest research and assesses the risks, 
focusing on teen health.
#600705   $189: DVD or 3 year Streaming 
Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Includes PDF Resource Book, Student 
Handouts and Pre/Post tests.

Marijuana and CBD: The Inside Story
Grades 6-12   2020   15 min   
Human Relations Media
Navigating the terrain of fast-changing 
marijuana laws and the explosion of 
unregulated products like CBD can be 
daunting—and downright dangerous—
for young people. This groundbreaking 
program goes behind-the-scenes in 
the expanding legal cannabis business, 
revealing that while pot is becoming more 
culturally acceptable for adult use, there 
are persistent hazards for teens—from 
arrest and conviction, to an array of 
very serious risks to developing brains, 
hearts and lungs. Featuring strikingly 
candid interviews with those who work 
with marijuana every day, this program 
cuts through the confusing clutter of 
new developments to give kids the solid 
information they need to stay safe and 
sober.
#600701   $189: DVD or 3 year Streaming 
Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Includes PDF Resource Book, Student 
Handouts and Pre/Post tests.

Understanding Social Anxiety
Grades 6-12    2020    13 min   Human Relations Media
Social anxiety--the negative emotions and fear of ordinary social interactions--
affects 40% of all teens. A diverse group of on-camera teens presents the issues. 
Each explains their symptoms, talks about how social anxiety impacts their lives, 
and shares their coping strategies. A clinical psychologist provides professional 
insight. Viewers will understand how common social anxiety is, how it can cause 
teens to miss out on their lives, and where to go for help.
#600703   $189: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Includes PDF Resource Book, Student Handouts and Pre/Post tests.

Combating Social Isolation and Loneliness
Grades 6-12    2020    13 min   Human Relations Media
When real life connections are lost to virtual connections, social isolation and loneliness can happen. This program looks at the 
reasons why so many young people feel that “no one really knows them well.” Experts weigh in on the true toll of social isolation 
and loneliness, including physical, emotional, and mental health issues. Teens and experts discuss specific steps teens can take 
to reconnect with others. The program ends with the young people profiled talking about how their experiences in combating 
loneliness improved their lives by building self-esteem, lowering rates of anxiety and depression, and creating a happier, more 
optimistic outlook.
#600704   $189: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Includes PDF Resource Book, Student Handouts and Pre/Post tests.

Must-haves for your school and library!
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Zach’s Story: A Suicide Prevented
Grades 6-12   2020   20 min  Human Relations Media

This video follows the 
story of a 22 year old 
college student, who 
was a star athlete 
in high school, had 
stellar grades, and a 
loving family.  When 
Zack was rejected 
by the colleges he 

wanted to get into, he started on a downward spiral and went 
into a deep depression. As his depression got worse and worse 
he started contemplating suicide and one night he found himself 
at the top of a high cliff on the verge of killing himself. At the 
last minute he called a friend and the friend called his parents 
and Zach was saved. At the end of the video Zach visits the cliff 
where he almost took his life. The video also features Dr Sonia 
Luckey, who explains how Zach turned things around and how he 
is doing today.
#600700   $189: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Includes PDF Resource Book, Student Handouts and Pre/Post tests.

Alone: W5
Grades 9-12   2020   20 min   CTV

Nineteen is an 
exciting time of 
life filled with new 
challenges and 
opportunities. 
Many teenagers are 
focused on preparing 
for post-secondary 

education, looking for a job or finding their first apartment. But 
for kids who grow up in foster care, turning 19 can be incredibly 
daunting. W5 reporter Sandie Rinaldo explores the case of Alex 
Gervais, who took his life just before turning 19 and aging out of 
foster care.
#CTV826   $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Breaking Loneliness
Grades 9-12   2019    44 min   Brandy Y Productions

Loneliness is a social 
epidemic that is 
impacting all age 
groups around the 
world. Although 
most of us are 
connected on social 
media, we have 

never felt more alone. Many of us find ourselves isolated from 
our communities and feeling lonely.  In this Breaking Loneliness, 
we follow four people; Indigenous Peer Support Worker, John 
Chief Moon, 2SLGBTQ+ Liaison and Peer Support Worker, Jace 
Laing-Schroeder, volunteer, Tom Greyson and ESL teacher, Julie 
Kraychy — who have worked to overcome their own loneliness 
and social isolation and are now helping others to battle theirs.
#BYP056   $199: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Blind Stigma
Grades 9-12   2015   59 min   Stacy-Ann Buchanan
WINNER - AWI Short Film Competition

The Blind Stigma is a documentary 
that discusses mental health within 
the Black community. It chronicles and 
testifies the stories of five individuals 
on their trials and triumphs with 
mental health. Within the Black 
community, mental health is deemed 
as a ‘Swept Under The Rug’ stigma 
that has been creating false illusions 
and assumptions for a long time. 
That stigma is the core component 
of the African Canadian response to 

mental illness, and therefore African Canadians who suffer from 
mental illness are less likely to seek treatment. As a result very 
few studies have been done on the impact of mental illness in 
the Black community. The Blind Stigma powerfully removes the 
veil of shame that clouds the topic of mental illness in the Black 
community, challenge that misconception, give a voice to Black 
Canadians living with mental illness and leaves the audience 
more informed and empowered.
#SAB000  $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

American Tragedy
Grades 9-12   2020   80 min   Video Project
“...a painful but necessary story to 
understand if we are to move forward 
as a nation committed to helping young 
people develop into mentally healthy 
adults...”    -Tom Insel, Former President of 
NIMH
WINNER - Boston Film Festival, Best 
Documentary
April 20, 1999 Columbine High School 

came under attack by two of its own students: Eric Harris and 
Dylan Klebold. In a new documentary, Sue Klebold (Dylan’s 
mother) attempts to understand how her son became one of the 
most notorious school shooters in history. 
#TVP087  $159: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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The Poison Squad: American Experience
Grades 9-12   2020   120 min   PBS Video

Based on the book by Deborah 
Blum, The Poison Squad tells 
the story of government 
chemist Dr. Harvey Wiley, 
who took on powerful food 
manufacturers and their allies. 
Following Wiley’s unusual 
experiments and tireless 

advocacy, the film charts the path of the forgotten man who 
laid the groundwork for U.S. consumer protection laws, and 
ultimately the creation of the FDA.
#041942   $79.99: DVD     Please call for streaming price.

The Truth about FAT
Grades 9-12   2020   60 min    PBS Video

Do we control our fat, or does 
it control us? Scientists are 
coming to understand fat as a 
fascinating and dynamic organ, 
one whose size has more to do 
with biological processes than 
personal choices. Through real 
life stories of hunter-gatherers, 

sumo wrestlers, and supermodels, NOVA explores the complex 
functions of fat and role it plays in controlling hunger, hormones, 
and even reproduction.
#041946   $79.99: DVD    Please call for streaming price.

Fields of Wrath
Grades 9-12   20 min   2020   CTV

It’s the season of farmers’ 
markets and fruit stands on 
the sides of roads. A time 
when communities gather and 
people fill baskets with fruits 
of true labour from Canadian 
farms. However, when a 
global pandemic surged, harsh 

realities were exposed about the housing and living conditions 
for thousands of migrant workers who come to Canada and 
make harvests possible. 
#CTV834   $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

Bug Bites
Grades 7-12   2018   6 episodes x 5 min ea   Blue Ant Media
This series from Smithsonian explores the worldwide art of 
cooking and consuming insects. Despite North Americans’ 
squeamishness around eating bugs, insects are consumed by 30 
percent of the world’s population. They’ve only slowly started 
making their way onto North American plates as a healthy, 
protein-rich and sustainable culinary alternative to other meats. 
Host Haley Chamberlain Nelson is a biologist and self-proclaimed 
foodie. Each episode will follow her as she walks viewers through 
the natural history of one particular critter, and then cook up a 
dish featuring that episode’s star insect with the help of one of 
the series’ expert chefs.
Episodes include:
BAM1163   Cricket Cookies   $59.95
BAM1164   Mealworm Popover and Tapenade $59.95
BAM1165   Wok-Fried Waxworms   $59.95
BAM1166   Grasshopper Tacos   $59.95
BAM1167   Scorpion Lobster Frittata  $59.95
BAM1168   Tarantula Tempura   $59.95
Series Order #BAM1062    $359.70: 3 Year Streaming Rights

Taste of Hope
Grades 9-12   2019   70 min   Video Project
“Highly Recommended. Diligently documents the origin and 
success story of a self-managing cooperative factory, which can 
be used to encourage discussions in subjects related to labor 
movements, trade union struggles, and businesses. The film 
is appropriate for public and academic library collections.” — 
Educational Media Reviews Online

TASTE OF HOPE is the fascinating story of 
a workers’ cooperative on their bumpy 
and conflicting road to real utopia. Where 
idealism clashes with harsh reality, the 
documentary observes the factory workers 
as they face inevitable challenges. For two 
years, the filmmaker accompanied the 
workers in their daily struggles. Between 
general assemblies, cash-flow problems 
and tea tastings with potential clients, 

deception, and conflict emerge. Ultimately, the documentary 
poses the question: How do we need to work today so we might 
live in a better world tomorrow?
#TVP090   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Superfood Chain
Grade 9-12   2018   70 min    Fathom Film
WINNER - Life Sciences Film Festival
THE SUPERFOOD CHAIN explores how the global industry affects food security for 
farmers and fishers around the world. This gorgeous documentary follows filmmaker 
Ann Shin as she meets families in Bolivia, Ethiopia, Philippines, and Haida Gwaii 
whose lives have changed since the superfood boom.Every year, the western world 
is introduced to new ‘superfoods’ that boast extraordinary nutritional benefits. The 
Superfood Chain explores the story behind the rise of superfoods like quinoa, teff, 

coconuts, and wild salmon, revealing the ripple effect the superfood industry has on the lives of farm families in Bolivia, Ethiopia, 
the Philippines, and Haida Gwaii. The documentary examines serious issues related to the globalization of superfoods, including 
unintended effects on food security, health, sustainable farming, and fair-trade food practices.
#FFGL03   $250: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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What It Takes to be Extraordinary
Grades 9-12   2016   52 min   Think Positive Productions
Best Foreign Documentary – La Femme International Film Festival

Nepal is a very tough place to 
be a child. The people of Nepal 
have endured decades of political 
instability and thousands of 
children are displaced and living 
in desperate situations. Children 
sold into child slavery are as 
young as 6 years of age, others 
are neglected, abandoned, 

orphaned. Filmed over the course of 7 years, What It Takes To Be 
Extraordinary shares the story of one inspirational man who is selflessly 
dedicating his life to educate, empower & care for impoverished children 
throughout Nepal, and the many stories of this extraordinary family of 
over 140 children… who are the future of Nepal.
#TPPI01   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Still Beautiful
Grades 9-12   2019   73 min   Chalkboard Media

At age two Kelly Falardeau was 
horrifically burned in an accident. 
Since that day, she has resisted 
being the “ugly, scar-faced 
girl” and defined for herself 
what beauty really means, in a 
time of unprecedented social 
pressure when being flawless 
is the expected. This film gives 

people permission to feel beautiful without being perfect.Featuring 
Kelly Falardeau - TOP 10 Most Powerful and Influential Speaker, Fierce 
Woman of the Year, Best-Selling Author, recipient of the Queen Elizabeth 
II Diamond Jubilee Medal and YWCA Woman of the Year.
#CBM000   $250: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

3 Seconds Divorce
Grades 9-12   2017   53 min   LifeSketch Media Inc.

3 Seconds Divorce tells Lubna’s 
story as she reels under the 
effects of triple-divorce and finds 
her way into Bharatiya Muslim 
Mahila Andolan, an Indian muslim 
women’s group advocating 
for a legal ban on this type of 
divorce. A sharia interpretation 
allows Muslim men to divorce 

their wives by simply saying the word ‘divorce’ three times in one go. 
Commonly called triple-talaq or triple-divorce, this instant, oral divorce 
can only be given by men. In India, Muslim women fought and won an 
arduous battle to get this practice legally abolished. This is their story. 
Shot over three years, the documentary provides an intimate account 
of Lubna’s struggles and also gives us behind- the -scenes access to the 
movement that led to a ban on instant, oral, divorce in India.
#SJAV00   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Ghost Children
Grades 9-12   52 min   2018   The Taxi Brousse Company
In French with English subtitles
More than 230 million children around the world have 
never been registered at birth and are now unknown to 
their own country. 37% of these children live in Senegal, 
Cote d’Ivoire, Burkina Faso and other countries. In the 
eyes of society, they do not exist. The consequences are 
often dramatic: early marriages, forced labour and many 
obstacles to pursue studies, and finally to vote.
#TBC000   $199: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights 
(K-12 Single Site)

The Survivors: W5
Grades 9-12   2019   32 min  CTV
W5 chronicles an emotional return for women who 
were once captured by ISIS, separated from their friends 
and families and sold into slavery. Seven thousand 
young women were rounded up to be sold as sex slaves 
amongst the ISIS militants. Dilveen, who was 10 at the 
time and Dalal, 13, were no exception.
#CTV800   $129.95: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights 
(K-12 Single Site)

Hard Knocks: W5
Grades 9-12   2019   11 min  CTV
The Ottawa Redblacks’ Sherrod Baltimore shares his 
story of overcoming adversity and violence to live out 
his dream in the CFL. Violence was a daily occurrence in 
the neighbourhoods where Baltimore grew up. The TSN/
W5 crew interviewed Baltimore’s former high school 
football and basketball coaches to give you a glimpse of 
Sherrod’s life.
#CTV799   $129.95: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights 
(K-12 Single Site)
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Real Boy
Grades 9-12    2016   72 min   Passion River Films

Winner -- Best Documentary Frameline Film Festival
Real Boy follows the journey of trans teen Bennett as he 
navigates adolescence, sobriety, and the physical and 
emotional ramifications of his changing gender identity. 
Through the process, his mother Suzy makes her own 
transformation — travelling a difficult road toward 
accepting that the daughter she raised as Rachael is now 
her son Bennett.

#PR3674   $435: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Between the Shades
2017   82 min   CC   Passion River Films

“...suggests that human sexuality is far more nuanced 
than labels or even a linear scale can capture...it’s a 
conversation that feels right for the times in which we 
live.” - The New York Times
Fifty conversations exploring the many different shades of 
being “gay.” This conversation focuses on the degrees and 
varying perceptions about how people define themselves, 

their lives, struggles and triumphs.
#PR4256    $335: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Little Miss Westie
Grades 9-12   2018   85 min   Passion River Films

Best Documentary - Out Shine Film Festival
“This film will not only change lives...it will save them” - 
Tony Ferraiolo, Author & Trans Youth Advocate
Little Miss Westie follows two transgender siblings as they 
navigate puberty, school, dating and transitioning during 
the Trump era. Moving and unflinching, Little Miss Westie 
challenges  fundamental ideas about gender identity as 
this brother and sister navigate puberty and transitioning 
all while bickering and competing for the crown.

#PR0002    $399: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Guys Next Door
Grades 9-12   2016   74 min   Passion River Films
WINNER: Best Documentary - Fairhope Film Festival
Meet Erik and Sandro, a gay married couple whose friend 
Rachel is a surrogate for their two daughters. Together, 
they form a unique extended family. Spanning over 
three years, this documentary tackles some of the most 
pertinent issues of our time: gay marriage and parenting, 

surrogacy as a path to having children, and the extension and redefinition 
of what it means to be “a family.”
#PR3638    $399: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Tegan & Sara: W5
Grades 9-12   2020   20 min   CTV
W5 speaks with Canadian Indie pop duo 
Tegan and Sara as they reflect on coming 
out and discuss their work as LGBTQ 
ambassadors.

#CTV822  $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Mimi On a Mission: Sex Ed Series
Grades 9-12   2019   5 epsiodes x 22 min ea   
Blue Ant Media
Join YouTuber Mimi as she gets us all thinking and 
chatting about the weird and wonderful, sometimes 
mysterious and often awkward world of sex, love 
and relationships. The series promotes respect and 
acceptance.
Series of 5 titles: $395: DVD or 3 year streaming rights 

(K-12 single site) - Order #LIV031

Episodes include:

Nudes and Porn
The group talk about sending nudes and porn 
awareness. Lizzie thinks twice about having an open 
profile on social media and Munashe proves himself to 
be a real feminist.
#BAM1000   $89: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)

Self Love
The group celebrates self-love and body diversity 
with an unusual art class. They rap about consent 
and boundaries and Garthia opens up about her body 
image issues.
#BAM1001   $89: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)

First Love
Mimi Missfit takes seven British teens to Holland to 
learn sex ed like the Dutch.
#BAM997   $89: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)

Safe Sex
The group takes a sex ed lesson at high school and 
they set the challenge to make condoms cool. We 
meet Mimi’s conservative mum who won’t even say 
the S word!
#BAM998   $89: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)

LGBTQ
The group celebrates all sexualities, and throws a party 
for National Coming Out Day. They meet married older 
gay couples and there are letters from home for Finn 
and Alys.
#BAM999   $89: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)
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Anaana’s Tent Series
Grades PreK-2   2018   13 episodes x 22 min ea   Taqqut Productions
Also available in Inuktitut
In a very special tent in the Arctic, Rita Claire and her husky Qimmiq learn new songs, words and stories 
with the help of some animated friends and Inuit performers. It’s summertime in the Arctic, and host Rita 
Claire sets up camp at her mother’s tent on the land. With the help of her old husky, Qimmiq, and a cast 
of special friends, Rita Claire sings songs, plays games, reads stories and learns new words in Inuktitut. 
Anaana’s Tent is an entertaining and educational TV series that is a mixture of live-action, puppet, and 
animated segments and is filled with Northern stories. Anaana’s Tent teaches Inuit values of kindness, 
friendship, patience and environmental stewardship. Filmed in Iqaluit.

Series of 13 titles: $897: DVD or 3 year streaming rights (K-12 single site) - Order #TPI002
Individual titles: $79 each

Episodes include:

Product No: Title:   Subject:

TPI003  Fishing    Importance of fishing in Inuit culture.
TPI004  Dog   The importance of dogs to Inuit culture.
TPI005  Going on a Trip   Preparing for a hike; counting to 5 in Inuktitut.
TPI006  Parts of the Body  Qimmiq learns about parts of the body, eating right and brushing our teeth.
TPI007  Inuit Clothing  The importance of Inuit clothing and how it protects against the cold.
TPI008  Arctic Plants   Qimmiq learns all about Arctic plants.
TPI009  Arctic Bugs   Rita Claire talks about common Arctic bugs, like mosquitoes and wolf spiders.
TPI010  Counting  Rita Claire teaches how to count to five by counting items in the tent (math skills).
TPI011  Birthday Party  Rita Claire is invited to a friend’s birthday party.
TPI012  Sorting   Rita Claire and Qimmiq show how to sort different items in the tent (math skills).
TPI013  Helping Out  Rita Claire talks about the different ways we help family and friends.
TPI014  Rainy Day  Rita Claire prepares for a rainy day outside with Qimmiq.
TPI015  Going Home  Features different Inuit folklores and myths.

Inuit Tales Collection
Grades K-8   2015-2017   8 min   Taqqut Productions
Delve into the world of Inuit myths and legends, and the unique culture of Arctic Canada. This series 
of 4 shorts provides young viewers with a rich, entertaining and informative learning experience. 
Children learn about Inuit legends, myths, and folktales and will have a unique opportunity to learn 
about the giants, monsters, and strange creatures that have peopled Inuit myth for centuries.

Based on children’s books. The collection includes:
• The Little Folk of the Arctic 
• The Ogress of the Gravelbank 
• The Owl and the Lemming 
• Ukaliq and Kalla Go Fishing
#TPI022   $49.95: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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Raven’s Quest Series, Season 2
Grades 1-5   2020   20 episodes x 7 min ea   Apartment 11 
Raven’s Quest features first-person profiles of Indigenous kids from across 
the country.  Each episode showcases a different child and their unique 
perspective on their day-to-day hobbies, their talents, and First Nations, 
Métis or Inuit practices.  This season’s adventures include: snowboarding 
and making cedar-bark bracelets in British Columbia, cooking wild rice 
pudding in Ontario, lobster fishing in New Brunswick and drum-making and 
a visit with some rare white buffalo in Manitoba.  
At first glance, this series appears to be just a collection of stories about 
First Nation children. However, what emerges is a compilation that 
challenges the audience to rethink what they assume about First Nations. 
As children learn about this topic and as it is mandated by the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, this program becomes an imperative for 
schools to share and feature in their collections. The series introduces 

children to the diversity of FNMI communities, showing the different languages, territories and traditions of each nation. It breaks 
down stereotypes and presents the lives of FNMI in a postiive light.

Series of 20 titles: $1380: DVD or 3 year streaming rights (K-12 single site) - Order #APT167
Individual titles: $79 each

From New Brunswick:
APT187 Kikpesan   Esgenoòpetitj  Explains that during ceremonies, her family drums, sings and prays in the sweat lodge.

From Quebec:
APT185 Phenix   Gesgapegiag   He helps out at his grandparents’ sugar shack making maple syrup from sap.
APT186  Kaksat’iio  Kahnawà:ke   Kaksat’iio is proud to model clothing created by Indigenous designers.

From Ontario
APT175  Marissa  Curve Lake  She goes out in a canoe to harvest wild rice, a traditional food for her people.
APT176  Cameron  Six Nations  Cameron and his family show us how to play Snow Snake, a traditional game.
APT177  Javier     Manitoulin Island His grandmother teaches him traditional beadwork 
APT178  Hope   Wikwemkoong   Hope loves to plant corn, beans and squash in her traditional Three Sisters’ garden.
APT179  Simon    Ottawa   We visit an Elders’ tent where we see a traditional lamp and some traditional food
APT180  Waskwaabiish  Waterford  He demonstrates the smoke dance, a traditional dance with fast footwork.  
APT181  Joshua   Curve Lake  Joshua is the leader of a  group called the Redpath Singers and teaches about drumming.
APT182  Bradley   Walpole Island  Bradley illustrates a traditional story about three hunters and the Big Dipper.
APT183   Wiingashk  Sault Ste. Marie  Wiingashk is a featured dancer at the Indigenous Day celebration
APT184   Skawennahawi  Ottawa    Shows us how to make boiled corn bread and strawberry muffins.

From Manitoba:
APT172  Morgan  East Selkirk  Morgan teaches her Mom traditional Métis beadwork. And she is a Métis fiddler.
APT173  Myles   Brandon  Demonstrates how to make a dream catcher & how to build a drum from hide and wool.

From Alberta:
APT170  Alexciia   Calgary   Alexciia loves to dance and she demonstrates a jingle dance and a hoop dance.
APT171   Ansen    Tsuut’ina Nation  Ansen shares his passion for drumming, horseback riding and dancing.

From British Columbia
APT168  Autumn   Terrace   Autumn enjoys making roses from cedar bark, and she shows us how. 
APT169  Natalya + Adriana  Mount Currie   Make bracelets from cedar bark and explain the importance of the Douglas Fir Tree.
APT174  Gracyn    Duck Bay Gracyn is a fabulous square dancer & designs and sews costumes for her dance troupe.

Raven’s Quest: Season 1 also available - see www.mcintyre.ca for more information and FREE previews!
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All Our Relations II Series
Grades 9-12   2020   7 episodes x 22 min   Aarrow Productions Inc.
Part genealogy, part biography, All Our Relations II takes viewers on a 
search into the history of seven prominent Indigenous Canadians and in 
the process tells the story of their families and communities.  The series 
provides a unique window into the careers  and family and community 
history of each profiled guest. Elders, family members and historians offer 
their insights into the life and times of each of the series’ guests. All Our 
Relations II will inspire viewers to explore their own Indigenous family 
genealogy.

Series of 7 titles: $833: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Series Order #AP0030

Individual titles: $129 each

John Arcand 
Métis composer, fiddle player and luthier John Arcand comes from a long line of musicians who trace their history to the Métis 
communities of Red River and Batoche. He’s composed hundreds of songs throughout his music career and is instrumental in 
keeping Métis fiddle music alive in Canada through the annual John Arcand Fiddle Fest. 
#AP0031   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Charlotte Cote
Nuu-chah-nulth author and professor Charlotte Cote’s journey has taken her from a small First Nations community on Vancouver 
Island to a career in television media and most recently to a position as a professor at the University of Washington. She is the 
first Nuu-chah-nulth woman to earn a PhD and continues to inspire Indigenous youth to pursue higher education while staying 
connected to their traditional teachings. 
#AP0032   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

George Littlechild 
Cree artist George Littlechild’s paintings are in museum and private collections around the world. He spent most of his childhood 
in the child welfare system in Alberta, as he and his siblings were part of the 60s scoop that saw thousands of Indigenous children 
apprehended from their parents and never returned. Today he creates brilliant works of art that reflect his lifelong commitment to 
reconnecting with his family and his Indigenous ancestry.
#AP0033   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Roseanne Supernault
Métis actor Roseanne Supernault was born in Grand Prairie, Alberta, spent her childhood on a farm in the Métis settlement of 
East Prairie and later attended a performing arts school in Edmonton. As a teen, she found her calling in the form of art, theatre 
and dance. Today she’s an acclaimed actor with credits that include Blackstone, Maina and Rhymes for Young Ghouls.
#AP0034   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Evan Adams 
Tla’amin actor and medical doctor Evan Adams has acted in dozens of television series and feature films, including Kayaks to 
Klemtu, Arctic Air and Smoke Signals. As a doctor, he’s served as a family physician, Chief Medical officer with the First Nations 
Health Authority and currently the Deputy Chief Medical Officer of Public Health for Indigenous Services Canada. Despite 
the demands of two successful careers, he stays connected to his family, his Tla’amin community and the wider Indigenous 
community in Canada.
#AP0035   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Barb Cranmer 
Kwakwakwa’wakw filmmaker and entrepreneur Barb Cranmer found inspiration from her great great grandfather George Hunt 
and from the stories of her ‘Namgis Nation in northern Vancouver Island. Her documentaries explore the rivers, language, art and 
history of her people and have been shown on television and at film festivals around the world. Barb passed away in 2019, yet her 
films continue to remind us of the importance of the preserving the traditional practices of our ancestors.  
#AP0036   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Zacharias Kunuk
Inuk filmmaker Zacharias Kunuk was born in a sod house on the Northwest coast of Baffin Island in what is now Nunavut. As a 
child he would fall asleep listening to his mother tell stories about his ancestors who have lived on the same island for 4,000 years. 
Later in his life, he would turn one of those stories into the award winning film Atanarjuat. Zacharias has influenced a generation 
of young filmmakers and brought the history and stories of the North to an international audience. 
#AP0037   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)
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Northern/Her Series
Grades 7-12   2020   6 x 12 min ea   Falling Tree Productions
Join producer Caroline Cox and Host of Wild Kitchen Tiffany Ayalik as they take 
us on a journey through Canada’s epic North as they interview six incredible 
women as fierce as the land they live on. Northern/Her visits with these 
successful entrepreneurs, hunters, and survivalists showcasing their resilience 
and strength and offers a greater insight into what it is like to thrive as a women 
in the Northwest Territories. 

Series of 6 titles: $774: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Series Order #FTP009     Individual titles: $129 each

Brenda Dragon: A Business Based on 
Indigenous Traditions
In the small town of Fort Smith, 
Northwest Territories, entrepreneur 
Brenda Dragon, a Dënesųłiné-French-
Métis, founded Aurora Heat, a natural 
fur warmer made from beaver pelt. For 
Dragon, the creation of Aurora Heat 
was to honour her father, their families 

trapping lifestyle and to replace the artificial, less sustainable 
forms of warmth made from non-renewable sources. Her small 
business offers her the ability to change perceptions around fur 
and to move to a more sustainable, natural solution that will 
help protect the planet.
#FTP011   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Stephanie Vaillancourt: 
Commercial Fisher 
Commercial fisher Stephanie 
Vaillancourt is a Captain of her own 
vessel, as she fishes the shores of 
Great Slave Lake. Originally from 
Quebec, Vaillancourt fell in love with 
Yellowknife and fishing over a decade 
ago, describing the many rewards and 

challenges that come with being a female Captain. Selling her 
catch at her own fish truck, the local farmer’s market and high-
end restaurants, Stephanie hopes to one day to own her own 
shop where she can sell her fish.
#FTP012   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)
 

Cathy Allooloo: River Guide
Originally from London, Ontario, Cathy 
Allooloo’s life changed after studying 
at the University of Alberta where she 
discovered she wanted to spend her life 
on the water, sharing her passion with 
her wilderness adventure company. 
Narwal Northern Adventures has been 
around for over 30 years, teaching 

people about water safety, survival training, wilderness first 
aid, igloo building, and paddling tours. Northern/Her shows 
Allooloo alongside her daughter Tiffany Ayalik leading a group 
on a canoe trip using their 29ft voyageurs before heading out 
on a paddling excursion. 
#FTP013   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Amy Mound: Wildcrafting Entrepreneur
Owner/Creator of a successful 
wildcrafting business called Laughing 
Lichen, Amy Mound wanted to pursue 
her passion for foraging and living 
off the land in Canada’s Northwest 
Territories. Founded in 2011, Mound 
now trains and hires women, supporting 
local businesses found in isolated 

parts of Canada. Northern/Her offers us a glimpse into the 
life of Mound’s labour of love, as she shares her innovative, 
sustainable and educational business that has flourished 
through its foraging. 
#FTP010   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Cheeta Gruban: Living in the Tundra
Apprentice Hunter Cheeta Gruban 
credits her close connection to her 
family, land and traditional teachings 
for her success as a hunter. Gruban 
lives with her family on the shores of 
the Arctic Ocean in the small town 
of Tuktoyaktuk. Cheeta discusses her 
origin hunter story and describes how 
empowering it is for her to know what 

she can withstand and survive in the harsh northern conditions. 
With climate change making weather one of the biggest threats 
as a result of unpredictable ice, Gruban will always call the 
northern wild her happy place, exemplifying how hunting is far 
more than just hunting and killing, and more about providing 
for her family and having a great respect for life and nature.
#FTP014   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)

Julie Andre: An Elder on the Land
Single mother and Gwitch’in Elder Julie Andre speaks about the 

importance of survival and mastering 
the skills to sustain yourself and family 
on the land. Andre lives in Tsiigentchic, 
in the Northwest Territories with her 
sister and son. She describes how 
important the land is in grounding her, 
reminding her of where her strength 
comes from and where her people come 
from relearning her culture after being 

in a residential school as a young girl. On Northern/Her Julie 
informs us of how to make a good snare and the various ways 
to handle and preserve caribou meat. 
#FTP015   $129: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (Single K-12 Site)
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Wild Kitchen Series
Grades 6-12   2017   7 episodes x 22 min ea   Falling Tree Productions
Wild Kitchen is a show based in the Canadian Sub-arctic about people who harvest 
wild food. From Indigenous hunters and multi-generational fishermen to pioneering 
homesteaders, Wild Kitchen, explores living sustainably off the land. Juno award-winning 
Inuit actor and performing artist, Tiffany Ayalik and her production team, travel to the 
remote wilderness to learn about wild food, its cultural significance, and the people who 
harvest it.
Series of 7 titles: $696: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 single site) - Order #FTP000

Individual titles: $109 each

Episodes include:
Order #  Title:    Subject:
FTP001  Food, Water, Shelter  A visit with fishing guide Mike Pike.
FTP002  Good Medicine   Inuit elder Gerri Sharpe discuss ways to stay connected to Indigenous roots.
FTP003  The Next Generation  A young Dene family show how they build a tepee and maintain language.
FTP004  Birch and Beyond   Making birch sap in the sub-Arctic.
FTP005  Fishing for a Community  Meet commercial fisherman Shawn Buckley.
FTP006  Farming and Foraging  Indigenous knowledge to foster local organic agriculture.
FTP007  Hunting in the Delta  Join wilderness guide Kylik Kason on a duck-hunting excursion.

Indigenous Stories with Brandy Yanchyk (Streaming Playlist Only)
Grades 6-12   Brandy Y Productions
A collection of eleven indigenous stories from around Canada. Canadian Filmmaker Brandy Yanchyk will connect viewers to the 
“Signature Experiences” Canada has to offer. Segments included in this playlist are:

Blatchford Lake Lodge, Northwest Territories (10:34) - In this episode Brandy Yanchyk travels to 
Blatchford Lake, Northwest Territories to learn about Indigenous tourism and to go fishing with a 
Dené guide. 
Churchill, Manitoba (5:20) - Brandy travels to Churchill, Manitoba to meet Métis Dog Musher Dave 
Daley at Wapusk Adventures. Brandy gets a ride in a wheeled cart pulled by a team of dogs which 
work the same way in the summer as the tourist dog-sleds in winter. There is increasing interest in 
Indigenous tourism.

Okanagan, British Columbia (4:31) - Brandy travels to Kelowna, British Columbia to the Sncewips Heritage Museum to learn about 
the Westbank First Nation. 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia (4:43) - Brandy travels to Prince Rupert, British Columbia and learns about Indigenous tourism there 
and goes canoeing with the Coastal Cultural Canoeing Society’s big canoe family “The Wave Riders”. 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (7:25) - Brandy travels to Saskatoon, Saskatchewan to visit the Wanuskewin Heritage Park to learn about 
Indigenous archaeology and culture. 
Manitoulin Island, Ontario (11:42) - Brandy travels to Manitoulin, Island in northern Ontario to learn about how to make a fire and 
bannock from her Indigenous guide at Great Spirit Circle Trail.
The Northwest Passage, Nunavut (16:12) - Brandy boards an expedition vessel and explores the Northwest Passage in Nunavut. She 
learns about the Franklin expedition, Nunavut’s communities and remote national parks.
Winnipeg, Manitoba (4:10) - Brandy travels to Winnipeg, Manitoba to The Canadian Museum for Human Rights. She learns about 
Indian Residential Schools in Canada.
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia (2:47) - Brandy travels to Cape Breton, Nova Scotia and learns about the world’s biggest Mi’kmaq 
community of Eskasoni.
Iqaluit, Nunavut (4:10) - Brandy travels to Iqaluit, Nunavut and learns about the Inuit and life in the arctic.
Yellowknife and Lutselke, Northwest Territories (14:00) - Brandy travels to Yellowknife and Lutselke in the Northwest Territories and 
learns about Indigenous culture there.
#BYP069   $399: 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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Finding Peter Bryce: Story of a National Crime
Grades 7-12   2018   24 min   Peter Campbell
Dr. Peter Bryce was Ontario’s first Chief of Public Health; his innovations were copied across 
North America. In the early 20th Century, as the medical officer with oversight res ponsibilities for 
Canada’s Residential School System, Bryce identified the shortcomings of the system’s response 
to malnutrition and tuberculosis. His reports on the epidemics and recommendations for their 
remedy were set aside by senior government officers and he was relieved of his duties. In 1922, 
Bryce published Story of a National Crime, describing the tragic consequences. The documentary 
Finding Peter Bryce reveals that not all settler peoples were blind to the injustice inherent in 

Canada’s residential school system and the effects of those shortcomings. Dr. Bryce’s perspective was in sharp contrast to that of 
civil servant Duncan Campbell Scott, whose tragic role as deputy superintendent of the Department of Indian Affairs is outlined 
in the film. But First Nations’ children’s advocate, Cindy Blackstock points out that many of us today find ourselves making similar 
decisions when there is pressure to conform. Each of us must choose how we respond to the challenge of reconciliation.
#PCI000   $159: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

In the Footsteps of Our Ancestors
Grades 7-12   2020   60 min   Nicholas Castel
“This teaching is going to help educate the people, to see how we have to work together in the future for the next seven 
generations. It was a very powerful film. Very much so.” -  Perry Bellegarde, Canadian National Chief of the Assembly of First 
Nations

In The Footsteps Of Our Ancestors is an award-winning documentary feature and multi-layered 
community engagement project focused on the Canol Youth Leadership Hike: an epic wilderness 
trek in the homeland of the Shúhtagot’ın̨ę (Mountain Dene). The trail follows the historic WWII 
CANOL pipeline route in the Sahtú Region of the Northwest Territories.
Tracing the abandoned remains of the Canol Pipeline project, one of World War II’s failed energy 
pursuits, the diverse team of youth, elders and community guides walk in the footsteps of the 
Shúhtagot’ın̨ę Mountain Dene, the Indigenous stewards of the land since time immemorial.
Faced with some of the most beautiful and unforgiving wilderness found in Canada, the team 
quickly understand what the realities of life in the mountains would have been like for their Sahtú 
Dene and Métis ancestors and the difficulties faced by the American Army in building one of the 
greatest constructions projects of the 20th century.

With each foot placed in front of the other, the hikers reveal an enduring message for future generations and showcase the power 
of youth leadership, the spirit of teamwork, and the tremendous potential we unlock inside ourselves when we are chosen by the 
land.
#NC0000    $175: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Get Over It: A Path to Healing
Grades 9-12  2018   28 min   Infilm Productions
This film exposes the health crisis facing the Indigenous community in Canada through the stories of 
three Indigenous women. These women who survived the residential school system in Canada take 
viewers through an emotional journey of abuse and trauma and exposes viewers to the negative 
effects of these experiences on their health.  The women’s stories, intertwined with community 
leaders and medical experts, accounts and sheds light on possible methods that will bring healing to 
a suffering community.
#IFP000   $159: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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We’re Still Here
Grades 9-12   2020   57 min   Films Media Group
First Nation indigenous hip hop artists in Canada lead efforts to right long-standing social injustices, 
heal personal traumas, and preserve their cultures through the power of music. The film examines 
the important role that hip hop plays in transforming the lives of the musicians, their audiences, and 
communities. Weaving together interviews, live performances, and street demonstrations, it gives 
voice also to other marginalized populations across North America.
#395245   $237.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Mill
Grades 9-12   2020   52 min    Mill Film ON Inc and Mill Film NS Inc
From filmmaker David W. Craig and award-winning producer Ann Bernier, explores the entangled 
history of the Northern Pulp mill in Pictou County, and its deeply rooted effects on the economy, the 
indigenous community and the traditional lifestyles of Pictou County
A challenge common to rural communities the world over is taking place in Pictou County, Nova Scotia 
where there is sharp division over the fate of the local pulp mill. To correct a historic injustice the mill 
must, by law, stop flowing pulp effluent into the tidal lagoon next to the Mi’kmaq community of Pictou 
Landing. To keep operating the mill has proposed a controversial plan to redirect its effluent into the 
environmentally sensitive fishing grounds of the Northumberland Strait. Fishermen say “No Pipe”. 
The mill says “No Pipe No Mill”. A line has been drawn and with jobs at stake the issue has reached a 
boiling point.

#MILL00   $199: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Building a Sweat Lodge in Atikokan
2019   15 min  Atikokan Native Friendship Centre
“Building a Sweat Lodge in Atikokan” is a short but powerful documentary film that provides a rare 
glimpse into the building of a sweat lodge, long known to be a traditional rite of passage and healing. 
It also signifies reclamation of cultural ways as many ceremonies and rites of passage were suppressed 
during the era of residential schools (1876-1996). Patricia BigGeorge and Gary Councillor inform us on 
the significance and the power of the sweat lodge, and the Seven Grandfather teachings. Knowledge 

keepers, on the day of the sweat lodge build, also provide Indigenous teachings.
#SGE001    $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Story of the Kitchissippi - Canada’s Great River
Grades 7-12   2019   23 mins   LeMay Media
This production from award-winning Metis filmmaker Matt LeMay tells the story of Canada’s Great 
River – the Kitchissippi or Ottawa River – running over 1200 kilometres from Montreal to Lake 
Temiskaming. The waterway was a critical highway for the Algonquin and Metis. It carried these first 
explorers into the interior and served as the delivery route for fur and timber. It was also critical for 
European settlement and migration from one area of Canada to another. 
#LM0025    $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
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Episode 1 - Kahnawake
The Haudenosaunee Confederacy is a matrilineal society 
consisting of five founding Nations who later adopted a 
sixth nation to join their family. Kanen’tó:kon Hemlock is a 
traditional Bear clan representative from the Mohawk Nation 
at Kahnawà:ke.From a young age, Kanen’tó:kon was fascinated 
by his culture. He began the art of tattooing to revitalize the lost 
tradition and ancient protocols. 
#310015 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 2 - New Mexico
Born in Honolulu, Hawaii, Stephanie Big Eagle found her calling 
as an environmental and Indigenous activist and full-time hand 
poke tattoo artist. She sees the revitalization of hand poke as a 
gift to be offered with love, gratitude, and respect, particularly 
for the ancestors. 
#310016 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 3- India
Mo Naga is a traditional tattoo artist from Manipur, in the lush 
North East Region of India on the Myanmar border. While 
studying fashion design in his early 20s, Mo Naga stumbled 
across some interesting Naga textile designs and quickly realized 
their cultural importance.
#310017 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 4 - Taiwan
The Paiwan people are one of about 20 Indigenous minorities 
who make up roughly 3% of the population of Taiwan. When 
Cudjuy Patjidres discovered that his Paiwanese ancestors had a 
tattoo culture, he was surprised and amazed.
#310018 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 5 - Lebret
Métis artist Audie Murray sees tattooing as a way for people to 
connect with their culture and communities when they are away 
from home.
#310019 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 6 - Nimkii
Isaac Murdoch and Christi Belcourt founded the Onaman 
Collective, which represents a group of multidisciplinary artists 
who focus on land-based decolonization. They established 
a new traditional community called Nimkii Aazhibikong in 
Northern Ontario. Under the guidance of elders, they studied 
ancient markings from the past and are carrying them forward 
by tattooing individuals from various nations to unify the 
Indigenous peoples of the land. 
#310020 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 7 - New Zealand: Maori Tattooing at Mt. Maunganui
Julie Paama-Pengelly is a veteran in the revitalization of tā 
moko Māori tattooing. Her studio in Mount Maunganui mixes 
contemporary and traditional designs and cultivates artists from 
all walks of life. She is a strong voice for Māori women’s rights 
and continues to break down barriers. 
#310021 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 8 - New Zealand: Karanga Ink, Maori Tattooing
Pip Hartley is on a mission to infuse Auckland’s city core with as 
much Māori culture as possible. From her Karanaga Ink studio, 
she practices traditional and contemporary Māori tattooing, tā 
moko. 
#310022 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 9 - Iqaluit
Northern Canada is home to the oldest tattooing traditions on 
the planet. Ippiksaut Friesen, a well-known young Inuk artist, 
was inspired to follow the many Inuit women before her and 
develop tattooing skills for her sisters.
#310023 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 10 - Amsterdam
In the 1950s, warriors from the Dutch-controlled Maluku 
islands who were fighting alongside Dutch soldiers against the 
Indonesians were brought back to the Netherlands by force. As 
a descendant of that Moluccan diaspora, Joe Patty-Sabandar 
has been rediscovering and reconnecting with his traditional 
ancestral culture. 
#310024 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 11 - Haida Gwaii
When Haida artist Kwiaahwah Jones picked up the needle and 
traditional Haida tattoo practices that were once outlawed, she 
inspired a whole new generation to embrace their Haida culture 
and make it their own.
#310025 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 12 - Tunisia
Manel Mahdouani is a tattoo artist living in Tunis, the capital of 
Tunisia. As a descendent of the Amazigh people native to North 
Africa, Manel specializes in Amazigh tattoos
#310026 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 13 - Los Angeles
Two Ravens is an Opata tattoo artist based in East Los Angeles. 
As an activist, he was injured at Standing Rock while defending 
land rights in North Dakota. He continues to use his art to unite 
and help Indigenous Americans across the U.S. 
#310027 $129   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Skindigenous Series, Season 2
Grades 7-12   2020   13 x 22 min ea   Nish Media
Explores Indigenous tattooing traditions around the world. Through this series, tattoo becomes a point of 
entry into our characters’ lives, their spirit and their soul. For the artists who create these works of body art 
and for those who call on their services, tattooing has much more than ornamental value. It is an essential 
part of their cultural identity, as well as a vehicle for connecting with nature, the ancestors, and the spiritual 
world.

Series of 13 titles: $1677: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
Series Order #310014    Individual titles: $129 each
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AFTER FACT: An Unvarnished Portrait of Real-Life News Work
Grades 9-12   2020   55 min   CC   Lindsay A. Fitzgerald
What does journalism look like when lies trump truth, clicks control the news, and layoffs abound? After 
Fact is an unvarnished, observational portrait of real-life news work in Canada. A broadcast investigative 
journalist switches between covering an unsolved celebrity-murder story and probing a policy chasm that 
costs schoolchildren’s lives. A small-city reporter watches colleagues’ desks empty as she fights to believe 
her job still matters. A tough young City Hall reporter puts a human face to decayed housing. Canada’s first 
crowdfunded independent journalist covers city council with no other reporters in sight. Filmed over the 
course of three years during a cataclysmic shift in the business of news, After Fact documents what we all 
stand to lose in the face of journalism’s decline.
#AFD000   $175   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Ask No Questions
Grades 11-12   2020   Lofty Sky Entertainment
“I have been mesmerized since I happened upon this. As close to Black Mirror as you’ll find in non-fiction, it is 
a topical, necessary and important film.” - SLAMDANCE PROGRAMMER JEFFREY RADICE
“It shows the terrifying height of ‘fake news’ and presents a lot of difficult but timely questions about media, 
governmental authority, censorship, and freedom of the press.” - ROCKETMINER.COM
When Chinese state TV blames his faith for a fiery public suicide, Chen Ruichang is detained in a Clockwork 
Orange-style brainwashing facility and forced to accept the government’s account. But Chen, a former insider 
of the state TV himself, believes it was all a government plot. A CNN reporter smuggled out footage of the 
event that day, but was then muzzled by Beijing. Now, her eyewitness testimony helps untangle an intricate 
conspiracy, as Chinese authorities begin pressuring the filmmaker’s family and business associates. Ask No 

Questions shows the deadly power of media under authoritarian control. It also shows the remarkable power of an individual who 
refuses to compromise the truth.
#LSD166   $175   DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

MEDIA STUDIES & SOCIAL MEDIA
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Ballad of a  Righteous Merchant
Grades 9-12   2019   62 min   Video Project
Werner Herzog is one of the most celebrated global filmmakers of the past century, responsible for heralded 
works of cinema such as Aguirre, the Wrath of God and Grizzly Man. A fresh and candid glimpse of one of 
the great masters of cinema at work by longtime friend and collaborator, Ballad of a Righteous Merchant 
chronicles the making of Herzog’s modern classic My Son, My Son, What Have Ye Done, which stars Michael 
Shannon, Willem Dafoe, and Chloë Sevigny. With humor and warmth to match its philosophical insights, 
Ballad of a Righteous Merchant explores some of the deepest and most abiding themes of Herzog’s films 
through this unique chronicling of one of his most idiosyncratic works.
#TVP093   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)



A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Grades 9-12    2018   105 min   Passion River Films

In the tradition of Baz 
Luhrmann’s rapturous re-
imagining of Romeo + Juliet, 
this modern vision breathes 
new life into a classic tale. 
Combined with a cast of 
established and emerging 
stars, as well as a pulsing 

original soundtrack, the film will appeal to ardent fans of the Bard 
as well as audiences discovering Shakespeare for the first time.
#PR4178  $435: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Search for the Mona Lisa
Grades 9-12   2018   58 min   Scorpion TV
Narrated by Morgan Freeman. Who is the Mona Lisa? This 

question prompts a thriller-
like quest across Europe, in 
search for clues about the 
identity of the lady in the 
Louvre. 
#SCTV52  $175: DVD or 3 
Year Streaming Rights (K-12 
Single Site)

Margaret Atwood: The Green Interview Series
Grades 9-12   2019   65 min   Paper Tiger

Margaret Atwood is an 
internationally celebrated 
Canadian writer who has 
risen to rock-star status after 
her 30-year-old book, The 
Handmaid’s Tale became a 
worldwide phenomenon as 
a streaming web series. In 

this exclusive Green Interview, Atwood speaks with Silver Donald 
Cameron about some of what’s involved in creating dystopian 
novels, set in a world after the environmental collapse.
#PT0100  $159: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

The Woman in White
Grades 9-12   2018   275 min   PBS
Combining romance, intrigue, and danger, Wilkie Collins’ beloved 

mystery novel has taken 
generations of readers on 
a thrilling ride along the 
corridors of English country 
houses, and down into the 
dankest, deepest corners 
of the Victorian madhouse. 
This bold new adaptation by 

Fiona Seres retains the creeping atmosphere that has captured 
the imaginations of the book’s readers for over a century, while 
bringing a distinctly modern take to its striking female characters, 
its charismatic, formidable villains, and its gripping, labyrinthine 
plot.
#041938   $89.99: DVD     Please call for streaming rights.

Choir! Choir! Choir!
Grades 9-12   2019   22 min   CTV

W5’s Sandie Rinaldo speaks 
with Daveed Goldman and 
Nobu Adilman who share the 
story behind the Canadian 
choral group Choir! Choir! 
Choir! The duo think the 
reason for the success 
of Choir! Choir! Choir! is 

because the group builds a sense of community.
#CTV808   $129.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

We’re Still Here
Grades 9-12   2020   57 min   Films Media Group

First Nation indigenous 
hip hop artists in Canada 
lead efforts to right long-
standing social injustices, 
heal personal traumas, 
and preserve their cultures 
through the power of music. 
The film examines the 

important role that hip hop plays in transforming the lives of the 
musicians, their audiences, and communities. Weaving together 
interviews, live performances, and street demonstrations, it 
gives voice also to other marginalized populations across North 
America.
#395245   $237.95: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single 
Site)

THE ARTS & BIOGRAPHY
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voicEd Radio Canada is 
a dynamic community of 
people dedicated to the 
theory, practice and policy 
that supports and reaffirms a 
strong commitment to public 

education in the 21st century. voicEd Radio Canada 
recognizes the power of diverse voices to foster the 
vibrant dialogue, debate AND action necessary for 
this vision to be fully realized.

A podcast produced by 
teachers and education workers 
to speak for themselves. 
The focus is on giving those 
concerned about education a 
say on what is happening and 

the kind of education system we want to see so that 
our youth’s right to education is made a reality.

NEW! PODCASTS NOW Available with your 
ON-CORE/CAN-CORE subscription



H is for Harry
Grades 6-12/Teacher Education   2019   52 and 82 min versions   Video Project
Provides a unique perspective into the life of students, their strengths, and their challenges, that would 
be beneficial for all educators to see.” — Educational Media Reviews Online
WINNER - Impact DOCS Awards, Award of Merit
Raindance Discovery Award Long List

What does it take to change a child’s life? H IS FOR HARRY is a coming of age story about Harry, a charismatic 11-year old boy, who 
arrives at secondary school in suburban London unable to read or write. With the help of Sophie, his extremely dedicated teacher, 
can he and his family overcome his illiteracy and years of feeling excluded from learning and opportunity?
Against the backdrop of a Britain riven with debates around class, identity and social mobility, the film follows Harry over two years 
as he fights not only to improve academically but also to believe in a different future for himself.
52 min version   #TVP094   $175: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)
82 min version   #TVP095  $219: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Call Me Intern
Grades 9-12   2019   52 min   Video Project
Winner: Nigel Moore Award for Youth Programming- DOXA
“Thought-provoking documentary...Use this to raise awareness and promote further discussions.” 
-  Booklist
Call Me Intern follows three interns-turned-activists who refuse to accept that young people 
should have to work for free in order to kick start their careers. Each of their stories challenge 

youth stereotypes as well as give a voice to the growing movement for intern rights across the world. Alongside their documented 
experiences come testimonies and extracts from various academics, politicians and employers to paint a picture of how wide the 
internship phenomenon has spread. Each of these interns faces a choice, either accept the system the way it currently is or put their 
careers on the line in order to speak out against the status quo. Their actions help give visibility and strength to a growing global 
intern movement and reveal the pressures which lead so many millenials to work for free.
#TVP092   $159: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

TEACHER EDUCATION

INTERNSHIPS/CO-OP PLACEMENTS
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Mix métier Season 1 & 2
Grades 3-8   2018   52 episodes x 12 min each   Balestra
Mix métier est une série jeunesse dynamique comptant 26 episodes qui s’inspire de la mode des 
YouTubeurs. Elle cherche à renseigner les jeunes d’aujourd’hui au sujet d’un des choix les plus 
importants qu’ils auront à faire au cours de leur vie, à savoir mieux cerner leurs intérêts pour les 
aider à déterminer leur parcours professionnel.

Épisodes Season 1:
1. Superviseur en robotique  2. Analyste en cybersécurité  3. Ingénieur en mécanique  4. Ébéniste 5. Ingénieure en aérodynamique 
6. Designer numérique 7. Biologiste 8. Technicienne de simulation 9. Opticien 10. Chercheure en bioproduits 11. Ingénieur en 
biochimie 12. Fermier Urbain 13. Opérateur aérien 14. Chercheur géologique  15. Spécialiste de l’identité judiciaire  16. Policier 
expert en polygraphe 17. Technicien en instrumentation 18. Technicien Foresier 19. Scientifique à l’institut de recherche du CHEO 
20. Physiothérapeute sportif 21. Mécanicienne de locomotive 22. Designer graphiste  23. Photographe et styliste culinaire  24. 
Marketing numérique 25. Scientifique alimentaire 26. Testeur de jeux video.
#F74-S06   $1200: 3 year Streaming Rights

Épisodes Season 2:
1. Modiste 2. Créateur de mode 3. Archiviste 4. Animatrice de télévision 5. Écologiste 6. Illustrateur de superhéros  7. Compositeur 
de musique pour la télé et le cinéma 8. Physicienne 9. Agente d’interprétation 10. Audiologiste  11. Ergothérapeute en gériatrie 
12. Intégrateur automation & audiovisuel 13. Chef pâtissier 14. Infirmière coordonnatrice clinique en télémédecine  15. Crieur 
public 16. Formateur et artiste de cirque 17. Technologue en soins vétérinaires  18. Entraîneur de baseball  19. Pilote d’hélicoptère-
ambulance  20. Cultivateur 21. Biologiste herpétologiste  22. Orthésiste et prothésiste  23. Astrophysicien  24. Architecte 
25. Géochimiste  26. Ingénieur en transport urbain
#F74-S08   $1200: 3 year Streaming Rights

CAREERS for KIDS



English Weirdness Series
Learn English. Solve its mysteries.
Grades 6-12   2020   8 episodes x 30 min ea   
Hard Boiled English Media
English Weirdness is a video series that explores and 
investigates the strange side of the English language, its 
irregular grammar, contradictory syntax rules, and even the 
oddities created by learners as they attempt to navigate the 
complexities of this language made up of Latin, French, Celt, 
and German influences. The series is the creation of English-
as-Second Language instructor Paul Duke from Vancouver, BC.

Series of 8 titles: $792: DVD or 3 year Streaming Rights (K-12 single site) - Order #HBM000
Individual titles: $99 each

Episode 1: Modal (mis) Usage and the Weirdness of ‘Could’
In this episode, we investigate the differences in meaning, from and use between the modals  ‘can’,  ‘could’ and ‘be able to.’ We pay 
particular attention to the strange anomaly of learners inaccurate grammar usage of ‘could’ to express a single positive action in the 
past.
#HBM001   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 2: How to Use Adverbs, Adjectives, and Prepositions in English Grammar
Are you confused by English prepositions, adverbs, and adjectives? Which is which? Is English grammar making your brain dance?
#HBM002   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 3: How to Use Nouns as Adjectives, and How to Use Possessives in English
Do you make false possessives? Want to use nouns as adjectives in English grammar? What is a noun adjunct, compound noun, the 
genitive case?
#HBM003   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 4: ‘A,’ ‘An,’ and ‘The’: How to Use Articles in English
In this English grammar episode, Paul and his student examine the rules and patterns for using the articles ‘a’, ‘an’ and ‘the’. Part of a 
web series exploring the strange, irregular and confusing side of English Language grammar usage. Useful for teachers, students, or 
anyone wishing to improve English grammar, syntax, speaking, or writing, or preparing for the TOEIC, TOEFL, IELTS exams.
#HBM004   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 5: The Perfectly Uncanny Presence of the Past 
Need English speaking practice? We all do. How to Use Present Perfect and Present Perfect Progressive/Continuous. Are you haunted 
by present perfect, present perfect continuous? Simple past?
#HBM005   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 6: How to Use “Be” verb in English
Teacher Paul and his student explore the problems that arise when students omit or drop the ‘be’ verbs in their sentences. They also 
investigate the reasons behind this common English grammar error, namely Linguistic or ‘L1” Interference.
#HBM006   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 7: Present Progressive vs. Simple Present Verb Tense : What is the Difference?
Teacher Paul helps a student resolve a conflict with her roommate by analyzing the grammar errors and miscommunication that 
takes place between them.
#HBM007   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

Episode 8: Learn how to understand and use English Conditionals Grammar
Teacher Paul and his student investigate the confusing aspects of conditional syntax and semantics in English grammar. They explore 
the four basic conditionals, as well as implied conditionals, variations on the use of ‘would’, as well as mixed conditionals.
#HBM008   $99: DVD or 3 Year Streaming Rights (K-12 Single Site)

ESL/ELL
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